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CHAPTERI
"QUEENS OF SPORT:" FEMALE AQUATIC STARS EMERGING IN AMERICAN
CULTURE

American women athletes rose to public prominence in a 1920s sporting culture
that increasingly featured women athletes and their sporting attire in an array of media
outlets and consumer displays. The 1920s and 1930s presented expanded opportunities
for women in athletics beyond white middle-class, single sex colleges, and women's
working-class industrial leagues, to challenge earlier Victorian conventions limiting
women from competitive athletics on an extensive public scale. Athletic programs
sponsored by women's health reformers and educators, settlement houses, educational
institutions, corporations, and recreational agencies offered middle, working-class, and
ethnic women increased participation in a wide range of athletics on a local, national, and
for some, international level. Under these auspices, women athletes competed in such
sports as basketball, track and field, tennis, swimming and golf. 1
This thesis examines American aquatic stars of public acclaim as displayers of
clothing, and how their changing swimwear shaped the debate over physical culture,
1
Selected scholarship analyzing expanded opportunities for American warnen in spart during the early
twentieth century include, Susan Cahn, Coming On Strang: Gender and Sexuality in Twentieth Century
Women's Sports (New York: The Free Press, 1994); Joan S. Hult, "American Sportswomen: 'Go For
the Gold' - 1912-1936" in N. Muller & J.K. Ruht, eds. Olympic Scientific Congress, 1985: 30-43; Joan
S. Hult, Frailty to the Final Four (Reston, VA: National Association for Girls and Warnen in Sport,
1991); Linda Borish, '"The Cradle of American Champions, Warnen Champions...Swim Champions':
Charlotte Epstein, Gender and Jewish Identity, and the Physical Emancipation of Warnen in Aquatic
Sports," The International Journal of the History of Sport 21, no. 2 (March 2004): 197-236; Mary
Henson Leigh, The Evolution of Women's Participation in the Summer Olympic Games, 1900-1948
(Ph.D. diss., Ohio State University, 1974); Paula Dee Welch, The Emergence of American Women in
the Summer Olympic Games, 1900-/972 (Ph.D. diss., University of North Carolina at Greensboro,
1978); Allen Guttmann, Women's Sports: A History (New York: Columbia University Press, 1991).

2
femininity, and gender roles in sport and consumer culture. Beginning primarily in the
1920s, a select few American sportswomen eamed national acclaim for athletic success
and public display of sporting costume in a culture where both women and men of various
social classes pursued consumerism through sport and Ieisure. In particular, Ieading
female aquatic stars appeared repeatedly in various media venues. Performing in
shortened, functional athletic attire, these "queens of spoit," as sports joumalist Paul
Gallico dubbed America's aquatic standouts in the 1920s and 1930s, received attention
for both their athletic accomplishments and for their new and oftentimes controversial
images of the female body. 2 The critical expansion in women's sports during this time
and the rise of women's sport icons coincided with )arger trends in American society that
questioned established meanings of womanhood. In the rapidly changing social climate
of the 1920s and 1930s, athletic female celebrities soared to notoriety in a culture
encountering general rebellions against Victorian middle class notions of traditional
gender roles, femininity, clothing, and sexuality.3 This thesis examines how these female
luminaries in competitive swimming, a sphere traditionally defined as male, shaped
American culture by providing a public platform from which to discuss shifting gender
expectations in sport and society.
Diverse members of America's sporting community-leading aquatic female
standouts, women physical educators, male sports promoters, sports goveming bodies,
sports joumalists, and sport consumers-contributed to the dissemination and popularity
of women's swimming apparel. The diversity of material culture produced by groups
within this sporting circle illuminates the debate over competitive swimwear and athletics
Paul Gallico, The Golden People (New York: Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1965), 52.
Benjamin G. Rader, American Sports: From the Age of Folk Games to the Age of
th
Televised Sports, 4 ed. (New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1999), 213-216. On changes in women's lives
during the 1920s see Sheila M. Rothman, chapters four and five in Woman 's Proper Place: A History of
Changing Ideals and Practices, 1870 to the Present (New York: Basic Books, lnc., 1978); Rosalind
Rosenberg, chapter three in Divided Lives: American Warnen in the Twentieth Century (New York: Hili
and Wang, 1992).
2

3

3
for women in early twentieth century American sport. These swimmers and their attire at
times shaped public impressions about women's athletics in an expanding sporting and
consumer society where many women and girls pursued athletic and aesthetic ideals and
bodies.
Women's swimming, as the first female sport officially sanctioned in 1916 by the
Amateur Athletic Union (hereafter AAU), the powelful governing body for amateur sport
in the US, presented new opportunities for an increasing number of women to gain
national and international recognition for their swimming and diving accomplishments.4
At the same time, as women's competitive swimmjng and diving continued to develop, the
clothing worn by female athletes shaped controversies over women's competitive athletics
within the sporting community and the broader public of consumers. Swimming suits for
women evolved in the early twentieth century, fueled in large part by the rise in competitive
swimming for women at pioneering institutions such as the National Women's Life
Saving League, formed in 1911, and the Women's Swimming Association of New York
(hereafter WSA), founded in 1917. At leading institutions such as these, athletes and
administrators agitated for physical emancipation through less encumbering swimwear. 5
As the number and popularity of AAU sanctioned regional and national meets for
women's swimming and diving amplified, discussions about leading female athletes and
their attire assumed a more public character. Prominent swimmers and divers in the
opening decades of the twentieth century, such as Aileen Riggin, Katherine Rawls, Eleanor
Holm, Georgia Coleman and Dorothy Poynton, conveyed cultural messages about
athleticism and femininity through their athletic accomplishments and their oftentimes
Leigh, The Evolution of Women 's Participation in Summer Olympic Games, 306.
On the push for bathing suit reform at the National Women's Life-Saving League and the Women's
Swimming Association ofNew York (WSA) see Borish, '"The Cradle of American Champions, Women
Champions ...Swim Champions': Charlotte Epstein, Gender and Jewish Identity, and the Physical
Emancipation of Women in Aquatic Sports," 197-236. See also Linda Borish, "'Athletic Activities of
Various Kinds': Physical Health and Sports Programs for Jewish American Women," Journal ofSports
History, 26, no. 2 (Summer 1999): 240-270.
4

5

4

multiple representations of the female body clothed in their bathing suits.

Methodology
This thesis asserts that the body in spart is a cultural expression that
communicates gender in material forms of both the body a_nd the clothes that cover it.
Material culture, both a field of American history and a method of cultural analysis,
recognizes that the physical artifacts and objects of history convey nonverbal rules for
human action and behavior.6 Historian Linda Borish, in her essay, "Warnen at the
Modem Olympic Games: An Interdisciplinary Look at American Culture," suggests that
material culture approaches in particular allow for connections between ideology and
artifact in international spart competition, and reveal ways warnen and men absorb the
culturally constructed world of the Olympics. 7 This thesis draws on this connection by
utilizing an interdisciplinary methodology to examine sporting attire as a primary source
of material culture in American women's history and spart history. Women's physical
activities generated a range of products, equipment, clothes, and other forms of material
culture related to the female body in spart. As an essential product in sporting culture,
swimwear offers visual and written evidence of culturally constructed views about, and
challenges to, notions of femininity, gender and athleticism, and consumption patterns in
early twentieth century America. This thesis will consider clothing as a symbol of gender
meaning and as an agent of change in fashioning social constructions of female athletes
Thomas J Schlereth, "Material Culture and Cultural Research," in Material
Culture: A Research Guide, ed. by Thomas J. Schlereth (Lawrence, Kansas: University Press ofKansas,
1985), 1-34.
7
Linda Borish, "Women at the Modem Olympic Games: An Interdisciplinary Look at American
Culture," in Quest "Special Issue: Perspectives on the Modem Olympic Games," ed. Jeffrey Segraves
(National Association for Physical Education in Higher Education) 48 (February 1996): 43-56. For more
on scholastic possibilities combing material culture and sport history see, Thomas J. Schlereth, "Material
Culture and Cultural Research," 13; Stephen Hardy, 'The Long Residuals of Sport," unpublished paper
presented at "The Material Culture of Sport," Yale-Smithsonian Biannual Conference on Material
Culture, Washington D.C. (May 1997): 1-14.
6

5
and their bodies.
The primary written, documentary, archival, and material culture evidence used in
this study includes articles, advertisements, and photographs of clothing and sportswomen
in women's magazines, popular periodicals, local and national newspapers, and
professional journals of physical education and sporting associations. Records of
sporting organizations, Olympic reports, collections and material in archival holdings, and
sports manufacturing catalogues and handbooks from the 1920s and 1930s also
expressed the viewpoints of participants in this sporting culture. An examination of these
primary sources, such as Collier's magazine, the American Physical Education Review, A.
G. Spalding and Brothers sporting goods catalogues, and articles from the New York
Times, Los Angeles Times, and other national and local newspapers, offers a
comprehensive analysis of American women's public sporting experiences and their
sporting attire during the early decades of the twentieth century.

The Emergence of Female Sport Heroines in 1920s and 1930s American Culture
Sports stars rose to a new prominence in American culture during the 1920s,
replacing at times, as historians Mark Dyreson and Benjamin Rader argue, the political
and military heroes celebrated by the nation during the late nineteenth and early twentieth
century. 8 These men and women increasingly at this time gained celebrity status for their
incredible athletic achievements and for their "style-extraordinary personality and crowd
appeal."9 Rader writes that America's pantheon of early twentieth century sports stars
such as Babe Ruth, Bobby Jones, Bill Tidlen, Helen Wills, and Gertrude Ederle operated
Mark Dyreson, "The Emergence of Consumer Culture and the Transformation of Physical Culture:
American Sport in the 1920s," Journal of Sport History 16, no. 3 (Winter 1989): 261-281; Benjamin G.
Rader, American Sports, 134-135.
9
Warren 1. Susman, Culture as History: The Transformation of American Society in the Twentieth
Century (New York: Pantheon Books, 1985), 148.
8

6
in "a popular culture of compensation" where athletes acted as vehicles of escape in an
increasingly complex, bureaucratic, and systematized society plagued by feelings of
restless powerlessness. ' 0 National sports journalist Paul Gallico, writing in the early
twentieth century, asserted that Americans garnered an exorbitant amount of attention to
their nation's outstanding athletes as a way to escape a progressively hectic and
perplexing world of the 1930s Great Depression. "All of us would rather live in a story
book world rather than on the sometimes hard, cold, matter-of-fact planet where we find
ourselves," Gallico wrote. Sports stars, Gallico continued, "are all story-book heroes and
heroines. They do things as we image we would do them if we could, with dash and
gallantry and nerve. To these people is given the power to bring to life our very young
dreams."11
Larger trends in American society in the 1920s propelled sports and sport heroes
into the public limelight. As the country began to adjust to a new era of general economic
prosperity in the post World War I decade, many Americans of various social classes
turned their time, attention, and increased spending money to leisure and sporting
activities, unavailable or less accessible to )arger segments of the population in years past.
A new progressively secular mass society emerged that cherished rational, scientific,
technological, and specialized approaches to human activity; Americans charted, measured,
and managed the progress of sports figures quantitatively in statistics and records. The
country also enjoyed an enhanced network of mass communications that furthered the
public appeal of sport. Magazines, local and national newspapers, sports columns, sport
announcers, and sport journalists, combined with the increasing ubiquity of the radio,
broadcasted athletic feats throughout a sports-fixated nation. As consumer patterns
10

Rader, American Sports, 135. See also, Robert Nash, "Sports Heroes of the l 920s" in Major
Problems in American Sport History, ed. Steven A. Riess (Boston: Houghton Miftlin Company, 1997):
324-329. Nash argues that American sports heroes reassured the "nervous generation" ofthe 1920s that
despite turbulent national and international events, traditional American values reigned supreme.
11
Paul Gallico, "Why They Get the Crowd," American Magazine 119 (April 1935): 147.

7
evolved in the 1920s, modern sports became increasingly commercialized, and sporting
goods manufactures and other sports related industries generated numerous products and
equipment to satisfy Americans' athletic and recreational endeavors. 12
Although the Great Depression shook America's economic foundations to the
core in the 1930s, the "golden decade" of 1920s spart adjusted to the new circumstances
and remained a central tenet of American culture. In additional to providing an outlet for
Americans disoriented from the ravages of the worldwide economic downturn, historians
Douglas Noverr and Lawrence Ziewacz write, "During the dark days of the Depression
sports provided an important diversion and interest that could be followed cheaply." 13
Despite widespread speculation that the 1932 Olympic Games in Los Angeles would
collapse, thanks to shrewd organizing, housing, managing, and publicizing on behalf of
the American Olympic Committee, the games were an international and financial success.
The Los Angeles Olympics proved so surprisingly profitable that the American Olympic
Committee acquired enough money to donate over $200,000 to the city of Los Angeles
and the country. 14
As women's presence in athletics increased dramatically during these two decades,
leading female aquatic performers, as weit as warnen in other sports, ascended with their
male counterparts to new public prominence. Gallico noted that these athletic stars
produced, "a new royalty, the kings and queens of spart," and termed them "the golden

12

Rader, chapter eight, "The Setting for Organized Sports, 1890-1950" in American Sports, 116133. For studies examining the relationship between modemization and the rise of American sport see
Allen Guttmann, chapter one, "Introductory Definitions and Paradigms" in A Whole New Ball Game: An
Interpretation ofAmerican Sports (Chapel Hili: The University of North Carolina Press, 1988), 1-12;
Allen Guttmann, From Ritual to Record: The Nature of Modern Sport (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1978).
13 Douglas A. Noverr and Lawrence E. Ziewacz, chapter four "A Flame in the Dark: Depression Era
Sports," in The Games They Played: Sports in American History, 1865-1980 (Chicago: Nelson-Hall,
1983).
1
Allen Guttmann, The Olympics: A History of the Modern Games (Chicago: University of Illinois
Press, 1992), 52. On female athletes in the 1932 Olympics see Doris H. Pieroth, Their Day In the Sun
(Seattle: University of Washington, 1996).

8
people" of the decades.

15

In the 1920s and 1930s these female athletes-their images,

names, and writings-appeared in national and local newspapers and magazines, sporting
and professional journals, athletic handbooks and official reports, women's fashion
magazines, Hollywood films, and advertisements for sporting goods and other non
sporting materials. As key figures in sporting culture, these women athletes became an
integral part of larger American culture. They furnished America with enduring athletic
personas by transcending aquatics to impress many Americans nationwide with their
performances, achievements, and popularity.
The widespread presence of numerous female aquatic stars in a broad range of
media venues and consumer related artifacts attest to their university popularity in
American society during the 1920s and 1930s. The accomplishments of champion
swimmers and divers elicited outpourings of national and even international attention. In
1920, the women's swimming and diving team returned from the 1920 Olympics in
Antwerp, Belgium as the first US women to compete in the Games, and with four out of a
possible five gold medals. Aileen Riggin, who at fourteen and a half years old won the
gold for fancy diving, remembered the excitement of returning to New York and being
paraded down 5 th avenue. "When we got in the harbor, there was a big to do, and a
welcome home, and the fireboats were out, and bands playing, and great excitement.
There was a bunch of publicity in the papers," Riggin recalled. 16
When 1924 Olympian Gertrude Ederle became the first woman to successfully
swim the English Channel in 1926, her feat made headlines across the country. A Los
Angeles Times article declared that Ederle "move[d] into the circle of sport immortals." 17
American Magazine's feature article on Ederle included lengthy excerpts from
15

Paul Gallico, The Golden People (New York: Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1965), 52.
"Aileen Riggin. An Olympian's Oral History," Amateur Athletic Federation of Los Angeles (11
Nov. 2001), Los Angeles. www.aatla.com. <http:/209.204.62.73/OralHistory/Ohriggin.indd.pdt>: 31.
17
"Gertrude Ederle Moves into the Circle of Sport Immortals," Los Angeles Times, 7 Aug. 1926, 9.
16

9
newspapers across the country including Boston's Daily Globe, New Jersey's Jersey
Journal, Washington D.C.'s Washington Star, and the Syracuse Herald, the New York
Times, and New York Herald Tribune. In a section included from the New York Daily
News, Ederle herself detailed the arduous fourteen-hour swim over the twenty-seven mile
stretch between Gape Gris-Nez, France to Dover Sands, England. Ederle's victory, "so
complete and overwhelming," captivated the entire nation; and upon her arrival in New
York harbor, the city threw the largest ticker-tape parade ever for a sports champion.18
Similarly, other women's swimming successes received considerable amounts of
press coverage. Sports writer Henry W. Clune, husband of 1920 Olympic swimmer
Charlotte Boyle, recalled that his scrapbook of magazine and newspaper articles on
Boyle's athletic career contained clippings from North American publications as weil as
from international journals such as Sydney's Australia Referee, the Berlin Sport-Spiegel,
and the Hong Kong Telegraph. 19
Detailed accounts of these sportswomen's accomplishments appeared in an array
of publications-cover stories, feature articles, interviews, photo essays, advertisements,
sport columns, athletic handbooks, swimming guides, etc.-that dedicated themselves
specifically and exclusively to featuring, covering, and promoting women swimmers and
divers and their performances. In 1921, for example, L de. B Handley, famed coach of
outstanding swimmers at the WSA, wrote Swimming For Women, an instructional guide
published by Spalding & Brothers. The cover featured a woman starting a dive in a dark
colored swimming suit without stockings or swimming cap. (Figure 1)20
18

"How a Girl Beats Leander at the Hero Game," American Magazine 90 (21 Aug. 1926): 53-67.
Henry W. Clune, / Always Liked it Here: Reminiscences of a Rochesterian (Rochester, NY:
Friends ofthe University ofRochester Libraries, 1983), 191.
2
° Figure 1 is the cover ofL. de. B. Handley, Swimming for Women, Spalding's Athletic Library,
No. 107R. (New York: American Sports Publishing Co., 1921). For a sample ofvarious publications
that featured photographs ofwomen swimmers and divers see, "Women in Sport," New York Times, 10
April 1932, S6; L. de. B. Handley, "Swimmer's Department," Beach and Pool 6, no. l (Jan. 1932): 22;
Advertisement for Camel Cigarettes in Los Angeles Times, 28 May 1937,12; "Some ofthe Outstanding
19
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Figure 1. The cover of L. de. B. Handley, Swimming for Warnen, 1921.

Swimmers also authored various articles in nationally circulated publications on
swimming and other sports, as well as on non-sports related issues. Olympian Helen
Wainwright's article for Collier's fashion magazine in 1926, "Swim and Grow
Beautiful," instructed readers on swimrning, health, and beauty, and included pictures of
herself and other swimming standouts such as Ethel Lackie, Agnes Geraghty, and

11
Gertrude Ederle in their regulation swimsuits.2 1 Aileen Riggin also wrote various articles
on health, beauty, clothing, and swimming for Good Housekeeping and Collier's, and as
an amateur swimmer, she reported on women's sporting events as a sportswriter for Time
and the New Yorker magazine.22
Photographs of prominent swimmers and divers appeared on the front pages of
various sportingjournals and general publications across the country. On June 24, 1923
Pennsylvania's Allentown Morning Call newspaper featured Olympian Helen
Wainwright in her bathing suit on the cover. 23 In October of 1932, swimming and diving
national and Olympic champion Katherine Rawls, pictured in a black regulation bathing
suit, arms stretched out posed for a dive, became the first woman to appear on the cover of
the Amateur Athlete, the officialjournal of the Amateur Athletic Union. (Figure 2)24

"Helen Wainwright, "Swirn and Grow Beautiful," Collier's (14 Aug. 1926): 8-9.
"Aileen Riggin. An Olympian's Oral History," 44; Carol Chang, "The Woman ofthe Century,"
MidWeek: Hawaii's Favorite Newspaper, 29 Dec. 1999, 26, Aileen Riggin Folder, The Henning Library
and Archive, FINA Archive, International Swimming Hall ofFarne, Ft. Lauderdale, FL (hereafter The
Henning Library).
23
"The Swimming Girl," Allentown Morning Call 24 June 1923, Helen Wainwright Folder, The
Henning
Library.
24
Figure 2 is a photograph ofKatherine Rawls in Amateur Athlete 3, no. 8 (October 1932): cover,
Joyce Sports Research Collection, Department ofSpecial Collections, University ofNotre Dame, Notre
Dame, IN (hereafter Joyce Sports Collection).
21

22
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Figure 2. Photograph of Katherine Rawls on the cover of the Amateur Athlete, Oct. 1932.

In national and local coverage of AAU sponsored aquatic championships for both
men and women, female swimmers in their suits tended to monopolize the reporting with
large visuals, appearing in accompanying photographs much more often than their male
counterparts. Even when headlines featured outstanding male swimmers, newspapers
regularly featured photographs of female competitors in their swimming attire. Although

13
the subtitle for a Los Angeles Times article on an upcoming 1923 Los Angeles Athletic
Club's swimming and diving meet read "Duke Kahanamoke and Buddy Smith in Special
Race," the article featured a !arge image of national swimming champions Marie Curtis,
Olive Hatch, Viola Hartman, and Thelma Hall in their swimming suits and bathing caps by
the poolside. 25 In a general review of the men and women's 1932 US Olympic
swimming and diving team, the Amateur Athlete featured a picture of Dorothy Poynton, in
her bathing suit and cap, diving to an Olympic high dive victory. 26
Many individual aquatic stars and leading women's swimming teams made
headlines for their unparalleled record-breaking feats. Dick Hyland, writing for Good
Housekeeping, described swimmer Helene Madison from Seattle, who during her career

broke a total of twenty-six records in less than twelve months as, "one who startled the
swimming world as no one ever has, man or woman; who tore through the record book as
a circus dog tears through a tissue-paper hoop."27 At the height of her career in 1924,
Gertrude Ederle, swimrning for the WSA, held eighteen world records for various
distances from fifty yards to a half mile, and then won gold medals at the 1924 Olympics
in Paris. 28 From 1920 to 1940, the famed WSA swimmers of such notables as Aileen
Riggin, Ethelda Bleibtrey, Helen Wainwright, Gertrude Ederle, and Eleanor Holm, held
111 national outdoor records, sixty-four national indoor records, and established
seventeen world records between 1920 and 1936. 29
American female swimmers triumphed in international competition as weil in the
1920s and 1930s. Celebrations of their victories by both American men and women
25
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amounted to public expressions of patriotism. In 1935, the Amateur Athlete reported that
out of the total twenty-six Olympic swimming events held from 1920 to 1932, American
women swimmers won twenty-five. Out of a total seventy places-including first, second,
and third rankings-American women achieved forty-seven, leaving the rest of the female
swimming world a meager twenty-three places.30 At the Olympics, international opposing
competitors were so sparse that swimmers competed to beat their American teammates,
and even their own world records. Due to the lack of international rivalry, the American
press frequently commented on struggles between American competitors. C.G. Poore of
the New York Times wrote that because the WSA swimmers so easily dominated the 1924
Olympics, the 1928 Amsterdam games, "may have the aspect of meetings of old
associates." In 1933 Lewis Burton predicted an ominous end to Helene Madison's free
style records: "Nevertheless, there is reason to believe that many of Helene Madison's
records will be shattered before another year passes by." Younger swimmers such as
Lenore Kight, Alice Bridges, and Olive McKean, "are already making menacing gestures
at the Madison-made records."31
Members of America's sporting groups also noted the rapidity with which
emerging young swimmers and divers broke old records and forged new ones. In 1926,
Olympian Helen Wainwright observed the high turnover rate amongst champions in her
field. Wainwright wrote, "Records for all distances in all styles of swimrning are being
broken so rapidly that before one set can be accepted by the swimming authorities and
published in the record books new records have been established and are clamoring for
recognition."32 Similarly, the first female US Olympian and champion, Ethelda Bleibtrey,
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said of swimming scores, "Records are like bubbles. They don't last very long."

33

The widespread popularity of female aquatic stars during the 1920s and 1930s
generated sizeable crowds at national and regional AAU swimming championships.
Frank Roche, reporting for the los Angeles Times on the 1930 AAU outdoor national
championship wrote of "Helene Madison who again stole the limelight in the aquatic
meet by breaking her third world's record in two days with a swimming performance that
brought the 13,000 spectators to their feet shouting applause that almost rocked this beach
city to its foundation."34 One month later, the Boston Swimming Association's
"mermaids" competed in front of a crowd of approximately 18,000 at the New England
swimming championships at Carson Beach.35 In 1931, a crowd of 50,000 attended the
AAU annual men and women's water derby in which Susan Robertson, Helene Madison,
and male swimmer George Kojac swam to victory in various events.36 In July 1932,
35,000 spectators assembled on Jones Beach, California to see the final tryouts of the US
swimming and diving team, at which Eleanor Holm beat her own world record in the 100meter back stroke.37 During the 1932 Los Angeles Olympics, the entire 10,00 seat
stadium was filled by 8:30 A.M. to witness the women and men's diving contests.38
Swimming as a competitive sport for women became of national interest as
evidenced by the widespread participation of female swimmers from all parts of the
country during the 1920s and 1930s. C. G. Poore cataloged the numerous swimming
clubs across the US producing national and international female aquatic champions. After
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singling out the WSA, the "nursery of champions," Poore noted that swimmers and
divers on the 1928 Olympic team came from the WSA, the lllinois Women's Athletic
Club of Chicago, the Boys' Club Auxiliary of Worchester, Massachusetts, and the
Neptune Beach Swimming Club of Alameda, California. Other members of the 1928
team traveled from San Rafael, California, and Detroit, Michigan.39 Later Olympic
standouts attest to the sport's nationwide appeal. Swimmers Josephine McKim and diver
Georgia Coleman swam for the Los Angeles Athletic Club, while Katherine Rawls came
from Florida, and Helene Madison competed for her club in Seattle, Washington. The
local press, as weil as nationally circulated papers, reported in their community papers on
their aquatic heroines' successes in regional, national, and international competitions.

"Twenty-pounds of Waterlogged Clothing": Charting Progress in Women's Swimming
Through Swimming Attire
This thesis investigates the evolution in swimming costume as it relates to
women's aquatic feats. America's sporting community attributed women's record
shattering athletic achievements during the 1920s and 1930s directly to advances in
functional athletic wear, revealing the central rote clothing played in debates over female
athletics. Women's outstanding athletic performances during these years, in which
female swimmers and divers received national and international accolades, was repeatedly
attributed directly to clothing progress in athletic apparel.
Sportsjournalist Paul Gallico blamed antiquated swimwear for delaying women's
access into the competitive pool. Gallico exclaimed, "One reason that swimming had
failed to develop as a sport was simply that no one could move in the damn things."
Speaking of turn-of-the-century society as "still heavy-handed, hypocritical, censorious
39
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prudes," Gallico poked fun of "the age of the long-stockinged, full-skirted, bosomswaddling bathing costume, the most ridiculous collection of woolen garments ever to
,
conceal the female form divine.' 4°
In 1928, C.G. Poore wrote an article for the New York Times on female Olympic
hopefuls such as divers Georgia Coleman and Helen Meany and swimmers Martha
Norelius and Jane Fauntz. On their swimwear he stated, "But most authorities maintain
that it is the change in the fashion of women' s bathing suits that has done more than
,
anything eise to lead women to swim.' 4 1 Poore noted that it was only after Australian
swimmer Annette Kellermann popularized the one-piece, tight-fitting, head-to-toe
swimming suit in the early twentieth century that American women swimmers made
considerable strides. Poore concluded, "For, once women decided to hang a few more of
their clothes on the hickory limb of the old rhyme, and go into the water, they began to
pass through that element with a rapidity and grace that is still one of the wonders of the
,,
sporting world. 4 2
In 1925, leading female physical educator and physician, Dr. Clelia Duel Mosher,
described the late nineteenth century garments required of athletically inclined girls: "Her
clothes weighed, on the average, something like from seven to twelve pounds, for under
these voluminous skirts were wom seven or eight starched petticoats tied about her poor
distorted waist." Mosher, who along with other early twentieth century female physicians
that labored to increase the health of female students through physical education,
concluded that only "with lighter, looser clothing women were gradually leaming the joy
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of physical activity."
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Leading female swimmers and divers also discussed the value of changing
swimwear to their safety and success in the water. In 1931, Olympian Aileen Riggin
stared in a motion picture on the evolution of the bathing suit that required her to wear
"that modest and enveloping outfit" of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century.
After one attempt, Riggin refused to reenter the water, despite the rage of the director.
"The skirts belled up over my head, the shoes weighed me down, the hat got wet and
flopped over my eyes," Riggin explained. "I had to fight to keep my balance. I came as
near drowning as I ever have."44
Prominent sportswomen from other sports also asserted the importance of
shortened clothing to their athletic career. Articles by leading tennis stars Helen Wills and
Helen Hull Jacobs for example, both affirmed their belief that shortened, less
encumbering tennis clothing was the critical key to enlarged freedom of movement and
improved athletic success. Wills, after describing the earliest female tennis players,
"whose skirts which brushed the court and corsets that hampered every move,"
concluded emphatically, "No wonder women's tennis has advanced so remarkably!"45
National golf champion Glenna Collett also took her sport costuming seriously,
expressing her belief that being properly dressed for competitive play equated to athletic
victory. "Perhaps this very state of being correctly dressed has something to do with
success," Collett wrote.46
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Advertisements also contrasted the suits of yesteryears with modern, 1920s suits
available for purchase by active female swimmers. In 1925, A. G. Spalding & Brothers
referenced outmoded swimming attire in selling their product. "lt is not such a long time
since the standard bathing suit worn by women was not only ugly in appearance but also a
positive deterrent to the wearer becoming proficient in this necessary as weil as
pleasurable accomplishment."47 These advertisements expressed consumer interest in
suits that allowed for enhanced aquatic competency as weil as heightened aesthetic value.
As Hazel Rawson Cades wrote for the Woman's Horne Companion in 1930, both
modern functional swimsuits and the US women champions who competed in them were
"far, fast, and fashionable."48 However, although certain female athletes and writers
commended modern suits for their practicality and attractiveness, others groups within
America's sporting community debated the desirability and appropriateness of female
swimming and practical swimwear. Just how far, how fast, and how fashionable
swimmers and their costuming could and should be remained an undecided issue in early
twentieth century American sporting culture.
Literature and images comparing turn-of-the-century women's swimming suits
with contemporary attire worn by nationally renowned aquatic standouts often assumed a
tone of hilarity and ridiculousness. C.G. Poore wrote, ''The costumes of the last
generation is still a favorite subject for ridiculous comparison. A woman will take
pleasure in describing its masses of cloth and sticks of whalebone." Only in the light of
women's outstanding aquatic success in their shortened functional attire after the 1920s
did the press's mockery of outdated bathing costume from just ten or fifteen years earlier
seem absurd and comical. In 1933, the Amateur Athlete featured a picture from 1913 of a
47
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set of young, bedraggled-looking girls in lengthy bathing costuming competing in the
Pittsburgh Press swim meet. The photograph's caption read, "Not Fiji Islanders but up

to-the-minute styles for swimsuits." The press presented the old-fashioned attire as droll
and exotic to embellish the cumbersomeness of the former suits. Nevertheless, the
photograph illustrates that regardless of their burdensome attire, women took advantage of
opportunities to compete and win in competitive swimming races. (Figure 3)49

Not Fiji lslanders but up-to-the-mir,ute styles for swim suits used by girls competing in
Pittsburgh Press meet twenty years ago. John T. Taylor, Secretary of Allegheny Mountai�
Association, found this one in his collection.

Figure 3. Photograph of women swimmers from 1913 in the Amateur Athlete, July/Aug., 1933.

Descriptions and images of changes in athletic wear offered the entire sporting
community a material way to chart women's evolution in athletics and rationalize
women's earlier absence from competitive sport. However, framing women's progress in
Figure 3 is a photograph of women swimmers in Amateur Athlete 4, no. 7-8 (July-August 1933):
14, The Joyce Sports Collection.
49
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sport as advancements in clothing shifted the reality of excluding women from athletics to
the clothing itself, rather than directly to prevailing early twentieth century cultural
ideologies and prescribed gender roles. As Poore noted, "Presently, however, the
emancipation began, and one by one superfluities were discarded, until the one-piece
bathing suit of the swimming champion of today was evolved."50 Although
modifications in swimwear revolutionized women's swimming, some writings seemed to
attribute progress exclusively or largely to improved aquatic attire. This thesis comments
on conventional gender expectations that kept women from pursuing and succeeding in
competitive sport, and on sportswomen's challenges to traditional ideals through their
performances in functional suits.
By 1920 America's diverse sporting community seemed united in their praises for
lighter swimming attire that maximized mobility and physical health for women in aquatic
activities. In the cultural ramifications of changing swimwear and in women's desire for
less encumbering swimming suits, conflicts about the critical meanings of sporting attire
in 1920s and 1930s America are best analyzed.

Historiography and Contribution to Historical Studies
This thesis contributes and builds upon a variety of scholarly works in late
nineteenth century and early twentieth century American women's history and American
sport history, as weil as on material culture studies. Few studies in American women's
history have examined the role of sport as a social force in the experiences of American
women. Major contributions to the social and cultural history of American women, such
as work by Nan Enstad, Kathy Peiss, and Lois Banner have not investigated sport directly
as integral to an expanded understanding of changing gender roles and ideals of
so Poore, "The Woman Swimmer Wins A Mastery of Her Art," SM6.

femininity in the 1920s and 1930s.
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Even sparser are studies that treat individual woman

athletes who challenged the boundaries of Victorian standards of female physical culture.
Work done by historians such as Patricia Vertinsky, Roberta Park, Linda Borish, Larry
Engelmann, and Susan Cayleff have provided valuable biographical insight on leading
female sporting personas; the majority of scholarship, nonetheless, is committed to the
discussion of male sport icons. 52 This thesis intends to contribute to the field of
women's history by treating revolutionary sport figures that extended the boundaries of
women's sports in athletics.
In sport history, comprehensive studies on sport in American history by Benjamin
Radar, Harvey Green, Donald Mrozek, Stephen Hardy, and Steven Riess inform and
contextualize this thesis about the growing importance of sport in American society.
However, the attention these historians devote to women's sporting experiences within
this research has been cursory. 53 Two instrumental books that have extensively examined
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the history of women's sports and have offered invaluable insight into this thesis include
Allen Guttmann's Women's Sport: A History, which considers women in sport from
ancient games to modern day, and Susan Cahn's Coming on Strang: Gender and
Sexuality in Twentieth Century Women's Sports. 54 This scholarship chronicles women's
sporting past to confirm that gender and sexuality have been culturally constructed
through women's sporting patterns.
Recent efforts in the study of consumerism and sport provide an essential avenue
for connecting the history of gender patterns with sporting and leisure activities. In
particular Mark Dyreson's articles linking 1920s consumer culture, athletic competition,
and sexualized presentations of female athletes has proved especially helpful to this study.
Nevertheless, Dyreson's study does not consider clothing as a central agent in marketing
female athletes as public sexual commodities.55 Stephen Hardy, in How Boston Played:
Sport, Recreation, and Community, 1865-1915, includes valuable discussion on the
bicycle as the core of a "new community of consumption" for Bostonian urban dwellers
but concentrates primarily on men's sports in the late nineteenth century.56
In the field of material culture studies, few scholars have used material culture as a
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primary source in understanding our sporting past, and in particular women's sporting
experiences. 57 Y et women's physical activities generated a range of products,
equipments, clothing, space, and objects replete with cultural meaning. Historians such as
Jenna Weissman Joselit, Barbara Schreier, and Valerie Steele have directly considered
clothing and dress as primary artifacts that encapsulate nonverbal, socially constructed
messages.58 There are very few studies, however, that have directly considered sport
clothing or the body within material culture studies. Exceptions to this include work by
Barbara Schreier and costume historian Patricia Campbell Warner, both of who have
offered analyses on how clothing constructs as weit as echoes gender conventions in sport
and society.59 This thesis acts as a corrective to this historiographic tapse by considering
Material culture studies within the field of American history include Kenneth L Ames, Death in the
Dinning Room and Other Tales of Victorian Culture (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1992);
Laurel Thatcher Ulrich, The Age of the Homespun: Objects and Stories in the Creation of an American
Myth (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2001); Harvey Green, The light of the Horne: An Intimate View of
the lives of Warnen in Victorian America (New York: Pantheon Books, 1983), 158-163; Stephen Hardy,
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the gendered meanings of swimwear as it relates to female champion athletes and their
sporting bodies.

Chapter Organization
This thesis is divided into six chapters. The Introduction presented leading
swimmers and divers as female athletic and cultural figures in 1920 and 1930 American
society and provided background on their widespread presence in various media outlets.
This chapter also asserted that that discussion of changes in swimwear often accompanied
commentary on the development and success of American women's swimming. Chapter
two contends that swimwear functioned as a visible gender indicator and promoter in early
twentieth century sporting and consumer culture. In this chapter I examine material
evolutions in both men and women's swimwear and how sporting goods companies and
sports journalists used gendered language and images in their coverage of leading aquatic
women to differentiate between men women's aquatic feats. Chapter three utilizes
material culture evidence depicting and addressing prominent swimmers and divers in
their swimming suits to explore changing notions of feminine modesty and bodily display
through dress and sport. Chapter four contends that in national women's magazines such
as Collier's, the Ladies Horne Journal and other fashion and sport related literature,
female aquatic standouts promoted functional swimwear, exercise, and athletic looking
bodies as desirable outcomes and elements of their swimming pursuits. Finally, chapter
five concludes this study by exploring key themes about functional swimwear and its
relation to shifting notions of femininity, gender roles, standards of decency, and
consumption patterns. This thesis reveals that sporting attire, as a primary source of
material culture in women's history and sport history, embodies symbols of gender
(Durham: Duke University Press, 1996); Rose Weitz, ed. The Politics of Women 's Bodies: Sexuality,
Appearance, and Behavior (New York: Oxford University Press, 1998).

distinction and exists as agents of change in fashioning cultural and social constructions
of female athletes and their bodies.
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CHAPTER II
SWIMWEAR AS GENDER INDICATOR: REINFORCING AND CHALLENGING
GENDER EXPECTATIONS IN AMERICAN SPORTING AND CONSUMER
CULTURE

The swimwear worn by leading women and men athletes in competitive aquatics
functioned as a visible indicator of both biological and cultural notions of gender in early
twentieth century American sporting culture. In an article on the history of sports
clothing, costume historian Barbara Schreier acknowledges, "Gender served a
transcendent role in shaping our sporting experiences, and the development of sports
clothing was an integral part of this process."60 During the first decades of the twentieth
century, leading female athletes and their swimming attire challenged as well as reinforced
gender expectations in sport and in society at large. The national and international
recognition earned by renowned swimmers for their athletic success transformed the
image of functional swimwear and women's swimming in sporting and consumer culture.
Cultural historian Michael Kimmel, writing on the "genderness" of everyday
objects, asserts that gender, the culturally constructed meanings attached to each sex, is a
process through which ideas are negotiated and contested. "Do we wear gender or does
gender wear us?," Kimmel asks, recognizing the sometimes perplexing manner in which
gendered artifacts related to the body both indicate and mold culture.61 Women's
60
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swimming attire wom in competition provided men and women a material and visible
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platform through which America's sporting society discussed the gender significance in
sport.

Advertising Gender Distinctions in Swimming Suits: Sporting Goods Companies
Marketing Swimwear in the 1920s and 1930s
Members of America's sporting community involved in the growing sporting
goods industry during the 1920s and 1930s communicated cultural significances of
sportswomen and their clothing in consumer culture. 62 In advertisements for swimwear,
manufactures such as A.G. Spalding & Brothers, Wilson Athletic Company, Wright &
Ditson Victor, and D & M Athletic Goods increasingly utilized gendered language and
images to distinguish between men and women's suits. In doing this, advertisements also
defined and promoted various styles of masculine and feminine competitive athletics.
Athletic clothing for men and women during the nineteenth century mirrored
gender stratifications in sport and society and acted as a material reassurance of cultural
and corporal differences between the sexes. 63 However, advertisements in sporting
catalogues, athletic handbooks, and swimming instructional guides reveal that by the early
1920s, swimsuit manufactures removed many gender appropriate characteristics-baggy
bloomers, voluminous skirts, sleeves, bathing caps, stockings, and even corsets-that acted
as sartorial distinguishers a decade before. 64 Women swimming and diving standouts,

On the rise of the American sporting goods industry during the late nineteenth and early twentieth
century see Peter Levine, A.G. Spalding and the Rise ofBaseball: The Promise ofAmerican Sport
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1985).
63
Schreier, "Sporting Wear," in Men and Women Dressing the Part, 94.
64
On the history of Iate nineteenth century women's bathing costumes see Kidwell, "Women's
Bathing and Swirnming Costume in the United States," 1-32; Wamer, Clothing The American Woman
For Sport and Physical Education, 1860 to 1940, 129-149; Jane Alice O'Brien, Documentation ofthe
Clothing Styles ofAmerican Warnen in Tennis, Golf, and Swimming From 1870 to 1970 (MA Thesis,
University of Arizona, 1972), 57-93; Schreier, "Sporting Wear" in Men and Women Dressing the Part,
116-123.
62
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motivated by their desire to compete and win, acted as motors of change in pushing
goveming bodies, such as the AAU and the American Olympic Committee, to adopt and
accept new standards in swimwear. Female administrators, instructors, and athletes at
organizations that promoted and participated in looser and lighter swimwear, such as the
Women's Life-Saving League and the WSA, encouraged sporting goods manufactures to
provide both male and female consumers with functional bathing attire.65
Advertisements for swimming suits from the 1920s demonstrate how closely men
and women's suits had evolved to resemble one another in cut, material, color, design, and
cost. During the 1920s and into the 1930s, both women and men wore the popular one or
two-piece skirt model, a tight form-fitting tunic garment that covered the upper half of the
body like a sleeveless shirt and extended down over the hips to form a skirt that ended
near the mid to upper thigh. These skirt types, often manufactured in worsted elastic knit,
a knit wool, included matching knee or upper thigh length trunks wom under the long
tunic. Wright & Ditson swimsuit advertisements from their 1930 spring and summer
catalogue demonstrate the virtually interchangeable nature of men and women's
swimwear. The company's product descriptions show suit styles, materials, costs, and
even sizes for men and women's suits as very similar. (Figure 4)66

For scholarship on the Women's Life Saving League and the Women's Swimming Association of
New York see Borish, "'The Cradle of American Champions, Women Champions ... Swim Champions':
Charlotte Epstein, Gender and Jewish ldentity, and the Physical Emancipation of Women in Aquatic
Sports," 197-236.
66
Figure 4 includes advertisements for men and women's swimming suits in Reach, Wright &
Ditson Athletic Equipmentfor Spring and Summer 1930, 84, 87, The Joyce Sports Collection. See also
advertisements for Spalding swimming suits in A. G. Spalding and Eros. Spring and Summer, 1930:
51-53, The Joyce Sports Collection.
65
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Figure 4. Advertisements for swimming suits in Wright & Ditson Athletic Equipment for Spring and
Summer, 1930.

In the late 1920s and early 1930s two-piece skirt models evolved to include
swimming suits for both men and women whose top tunic section or "jersey," held in
place at the crotch, tucked in and under a pair of over-trunks. In advertisements appearing
in the 1929 D & M catalogue, these combination two-piece "step-in" swimsuits were
available in models MJl and MJ2 for men, and models L.Jl, LJ2, and LJ3 for women.
(Figure 5) 67
67

Figure 5 are advertisements for swimming suits in D & M Athletic Goods: Spring and Summer,
1929, 55, The Joyce Sports Collection. Note models No. MJ2, MJI, and LJ3 for examples of "jersey"
suits.
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Figure 5. Advertisements for swimming suits in D & M Athletic Goods: Spring and Summer, 1929.

Advertisements for men and women's "racing" or "tank" suits, intended
primarily for competitive swimming in indoor pools, particularly resembled one another.
Often designed and sold without skirts, these one-piece suits consisted of bifurcated
trunks ending at the mid-thigh. In A.G. Spalding & Brother's Spring and Summer 1926
sporting goods catalogue, the description for "one-piece racing and tank suit[s]," model
numbers IS for men and ISL for warnen both buttoned over the shoulder, and came in
black or navy ltalian glove silk. (Figure 6)68
68

Figure 6 are advertisements for A.G. Spalding & Brothers swimming suits in Spalding Spring
and Summer, 1926: 52, The Joyce Sports Collection. For another example of tank suits for men and
women see Wright & Ditson-Victor Company: Spring and Summer, 1921, 61 and 63, The Joyce Sports
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ONE-PIECE
INDOOR
SWIMMING SUITS
FORMEN AND
WOMEN
No. 1S. MEN'S
One-piece Racin1 and Tank
1ui1. lt1li1n glove 1ilk. Very
11trong and durable. Profet•
11ional cul. COLOR51 BLACK OR

NA\'Y, • • • • • Eac� $7.S0

No. lSL. WOMEN'S
One-picce Racinc and Tank
•uit. Of durable Italien g1Me
1iJk. ProfcsaionaJ cut. COLORS,
BLACK 0111 NAVY. EacA. $7.50
No. 4R. MEN'S
Made o( fine qualily wor&1ed.
COLOR&1 BL4CI:., NAVY, CKAT.
WHITE.
• • EacA, $4.00
No. 4RL. WOMEN'S

No. 2R. MEN'S
Mercerized cotton, ailky finieh.
COLORII, BLL'E oa 81.ACZ:.
f:ach,$2.25
No. 2RL. WOMEN'S
Style and ,material as No. 2R.
C01.0R9, ?-A\'Y on BLACK.
fach, $3.00
No. IR. MEN'S
Cotton. Clo� füting. Low cut
umholes. COLORS: 81,AU'. Olt
. fach, $1.5�
No. IRL. WOMEN'S
Style aml material aa No. lR.
COl,(H\�: NAVY DLUE, BLACS:
AND GRAY. •
. Each, $1.50
All tb.e,e .rnit1 button over
,houldcr.1.

metLuuernent.
No. ZR

.�LL PRICES SURJt:f.."T TO CHANCf.: '«'ITHOl'T ;,i"OTICF., ALl. OIWEIIS '1.'ILL nr. ,\C:CIWTF.V n1BJECT ONI.Y TO
OUR AJtltlTY TO �Ul'Pl.Y Tllt: GOOOS. YIIH'.F:S SIIOW!lo' ARI-; TBOSI-: IN F.t"FE(� OJ'li l)ATF. NOTF.D llF.LO''
PACE 52-JANUARY S, l9Z8

Figure 6. Advertisements for swimming suits in Spalding Spring and Summer, 1926.

Photographs of competitive swimmers during the 1920s demonstrate the material
similarities between men and women's suits. A Los Angeles Times photo featured "A
Pair of Champs," Florence Chambers and Wallace O' Conner, who won the Silver Gate
Swim at San Diego for women and men in 1925. With their individual pictures side-by
side, the only major visible difference between the champions' suits is the color. (Figure
7)69
Collection. For more discussion on private versus public aquatic spaces and how they influenced
swimwear and issues ofmodesty see chapter three ofthis thesis.
69
Figure 7 is a photograph ofFlorence Chambers and Wallace O'Conner in "A Pair ofChamps,"
Los Angeles Times, 3 Aug. 1925, 9.
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A PAIR OF CHAMPS

Florence Cbambera, left, yet1terday won the Sllvcr. Gate awlm
!or women at .San .Dlego. de!eatlng a fiel!! ot more than 100 entrle11.
Wallace O'Connor ot Venlce captured ff.rat honora In the men'11 cvent,
ln.whlch more· than 100 mermen 11.Iso took part.

Figure 7. Photograph of Florence Chambers and Wallace O'Conner in the Los Angeles Times, 3 Aug.
1925.

The almost "genderless" or interchangeable nature of swimwear during the
1920s and 1930s proved difficult for some public pool owners who experienced trouble
differentiating between men and women's swimwear available for their patrons to rent.
An article in Beach and Pool magazine from 1928 praised Gantner & Mattem of San
Francisco whose new line of swimwear included a number of knitted red stripes around
the skirt of the suit. The "Gantner size-stripe feature[s]," the article notes, "which are in
reality a sort of code, showing the checking official at a glance whether the suit is a man's
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suits or a woman's suit," expedited the handling and distributing of rented swimwear.

70

Manufactures and pool owners believed that men and women's suit similarities warranted
subtle indicators that assisted in identifying a swimsuit's gender.
Although men and women's swimwear for both the general public and for star US
swimmers continued to resemble each other in the early 1930s, sporting goods
manufactures began to advertise suits in product catalogues and athletic handbooks using
gendered language to denote women and men's various suit models. A.G. Spalding &
Brothers named swimsuit models for men "The Speed King," "The Flash," and "The
Speedster." Conversely, the manufacture labeled suits for women, "The Surf Queen,"
"The Sun Queen," "The Playboy," "The Southampton," and "The Fair Foam."
(Figures 8) 71· Whereas in the early 1920s, companies designated models by a simple
series of numbers and letters, 1930s suit versions used gendered language to make
distinctions between men and women's swimming attire.
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"When Spring Winds Blow," Beach and Pool (March 1928): 22-23, Bathing Suit Folder, The
Henning.
71
Figures 8 are advertisements for A.G. Spalding & Brothers swimsuits, "The Surf Queen" and "The
Speed King," in Frank Sullivan, How to Swim: Science of Swimming, the Breast Stroke for Beginners,
lnstruction in Fancy Diving, Modern Methods of Life Saving (New York: American Sports Publishing
Co., 1936) Spalding's Athletic Library, no. 106R, The Joyce Sports Collection.
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The

The SURF QUEEN
Each 16

E1...-.sTtc 1.::--:1T, pure worsted; reinforceJ shoulder
burronhol�. ruhbcr bunon, bow-shaJX-'<I waisdine
st·a m, m,1 k1ng suit fit snug o,·er h I ps, non-rip
nocch. \\'ide range of colors.

SPEED KING
Each 16

PURE WoRSTED, dastic L:nit. Extreme cut speed suit. Nedc, 10
incbes deep; 16--inch armholes. Two strap\ un<lcr :ums. Very narrow
)houlder Straps. No button; straight trunk,; no inseam. U/(lrs:
Navy, ßlad:, Royal, Cardin.a.l, Scarlet, DarL:. Guy.

---------·

Figure 8. Advertisements for swimming suits, "The Surf Queen" and "The Speed King," in Frank
Sullivan, How to Swim, 1936.

Similarly, photographs and images of men and women displaying these suits in
advertisements further accentuated distinctions between suits for both sexes. Commercial
material sometimes depicted men in their suits posed for action, with their arms extended,
ready to dive into the water, as in a 1928 A.G. Spalding & Brothers advertisement for
"The Flash" swimsuit. In other company catalogs and handbooks, some companies
positioned women in fixed positions-with little suggestion of motion-lounging by the
beach or poolside. Another 1930 A.G. Spalding & Brothers advertisement for the "Sun
Queen" model swimming suit depicts two women reclined on the sand, wearing high
heeled shoes. (Figures 9) 72
72 Figure 9 includes an advertisement for A.G. Spalding & Brothers swimsuits, "The Flash," in
Frank Sullivan, How to Swim: Science of Swimming, the Breast Stroke for Beginners, lnstruction in
Fancy Diving, Modern Methods of Life Saving (New York: American Sports Publishing Co., 1928)
Spalding's Athletic Library no. 106R, The Joyce Sports Collection and for "Sun Queen," in National
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SUN. Sun Oueen · Has a Iow V-back ond
omple ormholes thot the sun ton vogue popu
lorized. High waistline ond curved woistline
seom in back thot gives o flotterlng fit. Colors,
Novy, Block, Scarlet, forrell, Ocean Green,
Cedor Brown.
$5
SUNM. Miss Sun Oueen · Same os the Sun
Queen but for misses ond slim women.

SA

The Flash

$4

$6.00

A pure worsted suic, wich alternate stri pes
to waist. Solid colored trunks and sktrt.
Buil c for speed as weil as Jooks. Deep cut
neck and armholes. Strap under arm. In
four good color combinat1ons.
SAY

SAB

FLASH. IR.

Youths model. Sizcs 34, 36, 38.

S.S.00

BOYS• FLASH
M.,00
S2me style as the Flash. Sizes 30, )2.
INFANTS• l'LASH
SAI
12.7.S
The''Fusu'' for infann, withoucsldrt. Sizes 24,26,28.

Figure 9. Advertisement for swimming suits, 'The Flash," in Frank Sullivan, How to Swim, 1928 and
"Sun Queen" in the NCAA: Intercollegiate Swimming Guide, 1930.

Employing words and images, sporting goods manufactures hinted at differing
levels of athletic intensity, seriousness, and interest in active swimming between men and
women. Interestingly, this marketing shift in swimwear during the early 1930s that
alluded to more temperate aquatic activity among females occurred precisely as women
swimmers and divers loomed !arge on the sporting scene. Journalist Homer Baker noted
that since the AAU became the controlling body of competitive swimming and diving for
Collegiate Athletic Association: lntercollegiate Swimming Guide Containing Ofjicial Rufes for
Swimming, Fancy Diving, lntercollegiate Water Polo, International or Soccer Water Polo, ed. Philip S.
Harburger (New York: American Sports Publishing Co., 1930), Spalding's Athletic Library no. 9 IR,
The Joyce Sports Collection.
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women, "wholesale slaughtering of records has been noticeable each year since that
time."73 Although manufactures used gendered names that hinted at imbalanced types of
aquatic athleticism between men and women, leading women swimmers wore exactly these
types of bathing suits to win swimming championships and gain national and international
recognition.
Furthermore, the text and images in advertisements that conveyed culturally
contrived perceptions of women's aquatics accompanied the increased tendency for
manufactures during the late 1920s and 1930s to engineer and seil swimwear that
accommodated physical differences between men and women. As a change from the early
1920s, manufactures alluded to swimmers' anatomical differences in advertisements.
Some suits for men were sold with "supports" -a "supporter inside of trunks," a "two
button crotch supporter," or a "special jock strap feature."74 Female buyers could
purchase the "one-piece suit made with Bra Up-Lift," the "brassiere top in White or
Bathing Suit Royal," or even a suit manufactured by the B.V.D Company called "The
Brassette."75 In 1932 the Indera Mills Company announced their novel "In-Built
Brassiere Swim Suit" for women. The advertisement claimed that the separate brassieres
women often wore under suits looked and feit unpleasant; in addition, this added garment,
"might not be adapted to swim purposes," and, "might at any moment slip out of place."
73

Homer Baker, "How to Swim: The American Crawl-Buoyancy," The Amateur Athlete 5, no. 10
(Oct. 1934): 15, The Joyce Sports Collection.
74
For examples ofreferences to physical differences between men and women's bodies in advertising
see advertisement for D&M swimming suits in D & M Athletic Goods: Spring and Summer, 1929, 55,
The Joyce Sports Collection; advertisement for the '"Stubby' Kruger Trunk" in Gold Smith Spring and
Summer Sports Equipment (Oakland, CA: Maxwell Hardware Co., 1936), 94, The Joyce Sports
Collection; advertisement for A.G. Spalding & Brothers swimming suits for men in Spalding Spring
and Summer (American Publishing Co, 1926), 51, The Joyce Sports Collection.
75
Advertisement for A.G. Spalding & Brothers women's swimming suit, "The Sun Queen," in
Frank Sullivan, How to Swim: Science of Swimming, the Breast Strake for Beginners, Instruction in
Fancy Diving, Modern Methods of Life Saving (New York: American Sports Publishing Co., 1930)
Spalding's Athletic Library no. 106R, The Joyce Sports Collection; advertisement for A.G. Spalding &
Brothers women's swimming suits in Spalding Spring and Summer, 1935, 59, The Joyce Sports
Collection; advertisement for B.V.D women's suit "The Brassette" in Eleanor Holm Folder, The
Henning Library.
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Indera's models, with the brassieres knit firmly into the suit, "causes the suit to fit snug at
the point of contact; to fit the form perfectly at all times, regardless of the position." The
advertisement included a photograph of a woman modeling the Indera suit, in swirnming
cap and shoes with heels, while gazing at herself in front of a mirror.76
By the late 1930s manufactures sold men's swimming suits as trunks without any
upper element, ending an era in which men and women's swimming suits were close to
identical in material, form, and cut.77 Various advertisements by sporting goods
companies reveal the evolution towards a diminishing upper section in men's swimwear.
In 1935, A.G. Spalding & Brother advertised "skeleton style shirts" for men, whose
jersey tops had intricately designed backs with "extreme cut out back and sides," and
"deep cut neck, back and front." Spalding's model number 42, the "Sea King,"
illustrates that as the upper half of men's suits vanished, they came to resemble more
closely contemporary women's undergarments and swimsuits, with low cut, bra-style
straps across the back of the swimwear. (Figure 15)78 Men also wore "Toppers," suits
whose top section zipped or buttoned away from the trunks upon entering the water.79 In
the late 1930s, catalogs began selling men's trunks alone, without any upper section, as
evidenced in catalogues featuring men modeling suits with their chests bare, such as a
1936 advertisement by Gold & Smith, a California based sporting goods manufacturing
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"Indera Offers In-Built Brassiere Swim Suit," Beach and Pool 6, no. 1 (Jan. 1932): 21, The
Henning Library. On the history ofthe bra's impact on US women in society, economics, and fashion
see Jan Farrell-Beck and Colleen Gau, Uplift: The Bra in America (Philadelphia: University of
Pennsylvania Press, 2002).
77 Interestingly, contemporary swimwear wom by men and women in competitive aquatics again bear
a striking resemblance to one another. See article on current trends in cut, design, and material of
competitive Olympic attire in Bill Volckenning, "Suit Yourself," Swimming World and Junior Swimmer
41, no. 8 (Aug. 2000): 34-37.
78
Figure 10 is an advertisement for A.G. Spalding & Brothers men's swimming suits in Spalding
Spring and Summer, 1935, 60-61, The Joyce Sports Collection.
79 "The Baring ofthe Bod: History ofthe Swimsuit," The Diver, Bathing Suit Folder, The Henning
Library.
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SWIMMING SUITS

◄

MEN'S ONE-PIECE SUITS

40. Speeclster. Men's _clasric knit. Narrow shouldcr scrap. Dccp cut
"CC:k• back an_d fr�nt. 14 mch armhole, slccve srrap under arm. Bias trunl:s.
Remforced sntchmg on crotch. Curved waistline scam in back. Sizes 34 to
46. Colors: Navy or Black. . . . . . . . . . . . Each, $4.00
41. Speed King. Men's suspen<ler back clastic knie suit. l..ow cut arm
holcs. Curvcd waistline scam m back. Reinforccdstitching on croccb. Sizcs
30 to 46. Colots: Na,-y, Black or Royal. . . . . . . • Each, $4.50

MEN'S TWO-PIECE SUITS

42Z. Sea King. Made up �vith a skclcton style shirt wich zippcr attach
ment betwcen trunks and sh1rt. TrunL:s ha"e high waist band; thin whice
oarrow scripc on si�es; bi,u cuc. Snakc fasrener bclt. Supporter inside of
trunks. Made up wtth Navy B!u: rrunL:.s and Farrd Bluc Navy or \Vhite
Shirc. Sizcs }4 to 46. . • • . • • • , • • • • • • Each, $6.50
4�. Sea King. Made thc samc as ehe 422 wich a skdeton style shirt, but
w1th button attachmcnc hctween trunh and shirt. Trun.l.::s have hitth waist
band; narrowwhite scri on sidcs; bia.s cuc. Snak:e fascener bclt. S�pporter
pc trunks :md Farrel Blue, Navv or Whitc Shirt.
iosidc trunks. Navy ß.uc
Sizcs 34 to 46. • • • • • • • • , , , • • • : • Each, $6.50
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◄◄◄

MEN'S SHIRTS

60. Men's elastic knit shirt wich two-button crorch supporter. Straight
cut. 12 inch armholcs. Closed back. Calors: Whitc Navy or Farrd. Size:s
34 to 46. Jllustratcd on figure :ic extreme righc, page 60. . Eacb, $3.00
61. Men_'s cl.:i.stie knie shirt wich two-buuon crotch supporter. Strai$ht
Cut. 12 1nch armholcs. Closcd back. Made up in alcernating stripes. Sua
}4 to 46, Colors: Farrcl, Grdinal and \Vhitc. Navy, Farrd and Whitc.
Whice, Lido and Black. Melo Brown, Gold, and \Vhitcstripes. Each, $3.50
62. Shlcton scvle shirt. The extreme cut-out hack: and sidcs in this shirt
bavc proven vCry popular. Two-button crocch supporter. Colors: \\'hire,
Faml or Na,-y. Si1.es 34 ro 46. . . . . . . • . • • Each, $3.00

MEN'S TRUNKS

SO. Elastic Knie. High cut wa1st band Inside supporcer Narrow white
stripc on sidcs. Sn:ikc fasrener bclt Navyor Royal. 26 eo 44 Each, $4.00
51. Same as 50 but withouc insidc suppnncr.
. , . . Ea.ch, $3.00
52. Elucic knie. Regula.r cut waisc b:1.nd. Dias cut trunks. Belt loops. Navy
ßluc. Sizcs 26 to44. lllnstrated on figurc atextrcme rigbt, pa.gc 60. Each, $2.50

Figure 10. Advertisements for men's swimming suits in Spalding Spring and Summer, 1935.

In charting the direction of material change in swimwear for the first three decades
of the nineteenth century, a cyclical pattern emerges: In the early 1900s, women's heavy
and lumbersome swimwear looked distinctly different from men's lighter and looser
attire. In the 1920s, advertisements reveal how men and women's suits became virtually
indistinguishable. Finally, in the late 1930s, as the upper half of men's suits faded away,
swimwear for men and women again appeared conspicuously different.
Advertisements by sporting goods manufactures in equipment catalogs and
athletic handbooks demonstrate how women's physical culture in American consumer
Advertisement for the" 'Stubby' Kruger Trunk" and other styles of swim trunks for men in Gold
Smith Spring and Summer Sports Equipment (Oakland, CA: Maxwell Hardware Co. 1936), 94-95, The
Joyce Sports Collection.
80
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culture went hand-in-hand with clothing. Although men and women's swimwear
continued to resemble one another materially throughout most of the 1920s and 1930s,
manufactures increasingly saturated their advertisements with gendered meanings to
distinguish between men and women's suits and levels of interest and athletic intensity.
Although manufactures sometimes gave voice to traditional feminine qualities that seemed
to limit women from serious activity in sport, leading women swimmers who contested for
prizes in similar suits overcame such barriers and offered alternative meanings of female
sw1mwear.

National Media Coverage of Leading Aquatic Stars: Emphasizing Womanly Qualities
The images and words used in advertisements for sporting goods manufactures
often paralleled the way in which the sporting and )arger press covered and portrayed
leading female swimmers. Coverage in national newspapers and magazines referred to
competitive aquatic women using similar gendered language, oftentimes emphasizing their
feminine appearance along with or before their aquatic accomplishments. The language
used to describe leading swimmers and divers, along with photographs and illustrations of
these sportswomen in their bathing suits, reiterated gender representations in the sporting
world and in )arger society.
Articles in such national magazines and newspapers as the Los Angeles Times, the
New York Times, and the Literary Digest during the 1920s and 1930s, particularly those
by male joumalists covering AAU sponsored swimming events, introduced and referred to
leading aquatic women using a variety of labels that suggested athletes' strictly feminine
status. The press called regional, national, and Olympic women champion swimmers and
divers "mermaids," "queens of the sea," and "American naiads" in local and national
newspapers. In other accounts, the press, in describing, praising, and commenting on their
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aquatic feats, persistently addressed these women as "bathing beauties," "water maids,"
or "water sprites."81 In 1926, sports joumalist Feg Murray described springboard
diving champion Helen Meany, outdoor freestyle winner Ethel McGary, and Olympic
diver Mrs. Clarence Pinkston as "peaches," in the los Angeles Times. 82 The pervasive
presence of these gendered terms set women's competitive swimming distinctly apart,
culturally and physically, from their male aquatic counterparts.
Many male joumalists expanded on these gendered appellations by describing, in
detail, female aquatic standouts' physical qualities. Writing for Good Housekeeping,
sportswriter Dick Hyland commented extensively on the bodies of female swimmers and
divers at the 1932 Olympics in Los Angeles. Hyland described diver Jane Fauntz as "tall
and dark and clear skinned, with a body as finely chiseled as a master's cameo," and
teammate Georgia Coleman as "sun-tanned, with a mop of curly blonde hair wisping
about an uptumed nose, laughing eyes, and smiling lips."83 Gold medalist swimmer
Helene Madison, "with the legs and arms and torso and poise of a statuary goddess,"
was "merely one more physically perfect young miss in a row of them."84
Hyland's comments illustrate the increased tendency for male sports joumalists in
commentary and photographs to feature American women swimmers and divers in ways
that highlighted their physical appeal. As Mark Dyreson argues, starting in 1920 when
the US sent its first women's swimming and diving team to compete at the Olympics in
Antwerp, local and national newspapers presented aquatic standouts such as Aileen
Riggin, Ethelda Bleibtrey, and Helen Wainwright as political symbols of national pride
For a sample of literature that discusses women swimmers and divers using gendered appellations
see L. de B. Handley,"American Naiads Steadily Forging Ahead," Amateur Athlete 4, no. 12 (Dec.
1933), The Joyce Sports Collection;"Champion Mercury Mermaids Open Indoor Season," Los Angeles
Times, 19 Jan. 1939, A13;"Where are the Stars of Yesterday?," Amateur Athlete 2, no. 6 (Aug. 1931):
10, The Joyce Sports Collection;"Records Beware! You're Fragile Stuffto Helene," Literary Digest 110
(15 Aug. 1931): 33.
82
Feg Murray,"Mermaids Hold Sway," los Angeles Times, 11 Feb. 1926, B3.
83
Hyland,"Are Women Champions?," 213.
84
Hyland,"Are Women Champions?," 218.
81
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and as sexual commodities of bodily display.

85

The success of the 1920 women's

swimming and diving team catapulted these athletes into the public limelight and acted as a
catalyst for women and girl's swimming in the US. After the 1920 Olympics, as the
press intensified their coverage to report on the escalating numbers of championships and
exhibitions in which women competed in functional wear, gendered descriptions
accentuating sportswomen's body types in their swimwear increased as weil.
The press further strengthened gendered representations of leading female
swimmers during the 1920s and 1930s by repeatedly remarking on the hair color of
popular aquatic athletes. The Los Angeles Times reported that national three-meter
springboard champion, the "youthful honey-haired Marjorie Gestring," and 100-meter
swim champion, "red-haired Virginia Hopkins," swam to victory at the 1938 women's
national swimming and diving meet in Santa Barbara. 86 In an article on the 1931 National
AAU outdoor swimming and diving championships in New York, the Los Angeles Times
observed that Georgia Coleman of the Los Angeles Athletic Club, "diving without a cap,
her short blond hair streaming out behind her," defended her national high platform
diving title. 87 Harold Parrott from the Brooklyn Eagle described swimmer "pretty Lenore
Kight" as, "a short, vivacious, kinky-haired girl."88 Scholars such as Lois Banner have
demonstrated that historically, female hair has acted as an immediate and visual indication
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Mark Dyreson, "Icons ofLiberty or Objects ofDesire? American Women Olympians and the
Politics ofConsumption," 435-460. David B. Welky, "Viking Girls, Mermaids, and Little Brown
Men: US Journalism and the 1932 Olympics," Journal of Sport History 24, no. l (Spring 1997): 24-49
discusses the gendered press coverage ofwomen Olympic participants at the 1932 Los Angeles Games.
Borish in, '"The Cradle of American Champions, Women Champions ...Swim Champions': Charlotte
Epstein, Gender and Jewish ldentity, and the Physical Emancipation of Women in Aquatic Sports," 197236 also looks at how the media portrayed Jewish female swimrners in ways that drew attention to the
athletes' bodies in their suits.
86
"Katy Rawls Sets Two Records," Los Angeles Times, 23 July 1938, A9.
87
"Georgia Coleman Retains National Diving Title," Los Angeles Times, 17 July 1931, A9.
88
Harold Parrott, "Queens ofthe Water," The Amateur Athlete 6, no. 7 (July 1935): 3, The Joyce
Sports Collection. For another example of male joumalists who comment on the color and style of
female swimmers' hair see Westbrook Pegler, "You Get Money's Worth at Olympic Swirn-ln
Loveliness," Chicago Daily Tribune, 13 Aug. 1932, 13.
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of womanliness, as weil a symbol of sexuality.

89

Though usually covered with bathing

caps during official swimming and diving events, national and local newspapers
distinguished between female athletes by the color of their hair.
The media candidly associated regional and national swimming championships
with beauty pageants or contests, events conceived of as an exclusively female competitive
endeavor. Beauty contests-which also gained their widespread popularity in the
1920s-rnirrored in some ways the structure of women's AAU swimming meets, in
which females competed and preformed in front of male judges.90 "A Beauty Contest or
a Swimming Meet?" posed the caption of a photograph of "former Olympic swimming
beauties," Gertrude Eclerle and Ethelda Bleibtrey, along with current swimming stars
Helen Meany, Eleanor Holm Jarrett, and Georgia Coleman. The group photograph, which
accompanied an article on the 1936 AAU Swimrning Championships, pictured the
younger and current swimming stars, Meany, Holm Jarrett, and Coleman, in their
swimrning attire. (Figure 11)91
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Banner, American Beauty, 208-209. For an interesting study on woman's hair as it relates to
Jewish tradition and irnmigration to the US see Schreier, chapter, "They Don't Wear Wigs Here,"
Becoming American Women: Clothing and the Jewish Immigrant Experience, /880-1920 (Chicago:
Chicago Historical Society, 1994), 49-83.
90
Banner, chapter twelve, "The Pursuit of Beauty as Woman's Role: The Beauty Contest, 18001921," American Beauty, 249-270. For more material on connections between beauty contests and
women's swimming events see chapter three of this thesis. Both beauty contests and athletic events had a
precursor in New England agricultural fairs of the mid nineteenth century, where as Linda Borish,
postulates, women participated cooperatively in suitable gender-based competitions such as dairy and
household products in front of male judges. See Linda Borish, "'A Fair, Without the Fair, is No Fair at
All': Women at the New England Agricultural Fair in the Mid-Nineteenth Century," Journal of Sport
History 24, no. 2 (Summer 1997): 155-176.
91
Figure 11 is a photograph of champion women swimmers in "A Beauty Contest or a Swirnming
Meet?," los Angeles Times, 27 June 1936, 15.
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Figure 11. Photograph of champion women swimmers in "A Beauty Contest or a Swimming Meet?,"
Los Angeles Times, 27 June 1936.

In both sporting and non-sporting literature, the titles and captions of photographs
depicting eminent female swimmers in particular seemed to prioritize and emphasize the
appearance of athletes in their swimming suits. Visual coverage of leading swim stars
reveals how journalists' attention to womanliness and the visual contours of femininity at
times outweighed consideration to athletic expertise. A 1938 article in the Los Angeles
Times titled "Quintet of Shapely Mermaids Proves Hot Weather Tonic," included a
photo of Los Angeles Athletic Club swimming stars walking toward the camera, their
arms bound around each other, wearing patterned one-piece suits with skirts. These
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"mermaids," the caption read, "are five reasons why the Los Angeles Athletic Club
women's swimming team is rated one of the most pulchritudinous in the country."
(Figure 12)92 Another photograph in the Los Angeles Times labeled "Water Maids
Sparkle Both In and Out of Pool," of "five pretty mermaids" from the same club
competing in the 300-yard indoor medley, showed the girls by the pool, sitting lined up
with their feet dangling in the water below. 93
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Ruth Jump, Edith Motridge, Iris Cummings, Virginia Hopkins ond Mo
tion Hopkins ore five reoions why the los Angeles Athletic Club wom
en's swimming teom is roted one of tl,e most. pulchritudinous in the
country. All the girls, with the cxceptio,, of Miss Jump, national plot-

form diving titlist, ore working out for the national 220-yord free-style
ond 300-yord medloy rcloy chompionships to be held ir\ the L.A.A.C.
pool April 28 ond 29. Swimmers from mony scctions of the notion will
be hcre for the cvent.

Figure 12. Photograph of women swimmers from the Los Angeles Athletic Club in "Quintet of Shapely
Mermaids Proves Hot Weather Tonic," Los Angeles Times, 16 April 1938.
92 Figure 12 is a photograph ofwomen swimmers from the Los Angeles Athletic Club in "Quintet of
Shapely Mermaids Proves Hot Weather Tonic," Los Angeles Times, 16 April 1938, 15.
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Likewise, a photograph in the Los Angeles Times titled "Why Swimming is
Popular" of diver Marion Fletcher posing in silhouette in her bathing suit, intimates that
the performer's physique and abbreviated attire, rather than her talent, made her one of the
"attractions" of an aquatic camival at the Ambassador Swimming Club in 1923.94
Similarly, the caption of a full-length photo of diver Janet Ford in her bathing suit,
accompanying an article on the 1921 AAU swimming championships for men and
women, quoted the coach as remarking, "Miss Janet Ford has the best form on the ten
foot springboard." The caption continues, in a tongue-and-check manner, hinting at
Ford's attractiveness, "Why mention the springboard?"95 In a Chicago Daily Tribune
article on 1932 American Olympic women divers titled, "You Get Your Money's Worth
at Olympic Swim-In Loveliness," Westbrook Pegler asserted that although female
swimmers do not have to be pretty to qualify for the Olympic Games, "Pulchritude is
profit," to spectators and Olympic promoters.96 In other photographs, groups of female
star swimmers sat or stood in ways that mimicked chorus line formations. A photo in the
Amateur Athlete of the 1933 Penn Hall's National Championship swimming team
depicted the girls lined up in profile at the pool's edge in their suits.97 In 1937, the Los
Angeles Times showed a "bevy of feminine paddlers" from the Lakeshore Athletic Club
of Chicago aligned in a chorus style arrangement by the poolside. (Figure 13)98
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"Water Maids Sparkle Both ln and Out of Pool," Los Angeles Times, 30 March 1939, A13.
"Why Swimming Is Popular," Los Angeles Times, 11 Sept. 1923, 113.
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"Swimmers Shoe Their Mettle at L.A.A.C. Tonight," Los Angles Times, 26 Jan. 1921, II11.
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Westbrook Pegler, "You Get Money's Worth at Olympic Swim-In Loveliness," Chicago Daily
Tribune, 13 Aug. 1932, 13.
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"Penn Hall," Amateur Athlete 4, no. 5 (May 1933): 13, The Joyce Sports Collection.
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Figure 13 is a photograph of swimmers from the Lakeshore Athletic Club in "Champion
Mermaids to Defend Title," los Angeles Times, 3 April 1937, A 11.
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CHAMPION MERMAIDS TO DEFE.ND TITLE

This bevy of feminine poddlers, representing the Lokeshore A.C., will de/end their na
tiono! women's indoor swimming title in the lok�shore pool, Chicago, April 14.

Figure 13. Photograph of swimmers from the Lakeshore Athletic Club in "Champion Mermaids to
Defend Title," Los Angeles Times, 3 April 1937.

Male sports journalists in nationally circulated magazines and newspapers referred
to women competitive swimmers and their accomplishments in ways that emphasized
athletes' feminine appearance in their swimwear using gendered language and images of
women. The increasingly abbreviated nature of swimwear during the 1920s and 1930s
allowed visible access to the female body and supplied a material arena from which to
confront and intensify gendered representations of women in sport. Sportswomen's
swimwear manifested press coverage back and forth from swimmers' aquatic
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performances to their bodies and physical appearances. In reporting on female athletes'
physiques using gendered words, male sports journalists confirmed that athletic prowess
and competitive swimming attire did not obliterate physical and cultural differences
between male and female competitors.99

Swimmers as Perceived Threats to Gender Roles in Swimming and Society
As women's competitive swimming and diving continued to develop in the first
decades of the twentieth century, the clothing worn by female athletes shaped
controversies over women's location in competitive athletics within America's sporting
community and broader consuming public. Some groups articulated concerns over
whether achievements by leading sportswomen in their shortened attire threatened gender
rotes in early twentieth century sporting culture and society at large. In expressing
suspicions about warnen in competitive swimming, some male journalists and enthusiasts
consciously and subtly implicated and discussed women's swimwear and the athletes'
bodies underneath. Major female aquatic figures, as they negotiated the contested terrain
of athletics in their swimming attire, both challenged and reinforced gender expectations in
early twentieth century American society and culture.
In the 1920s and 1930s, as American female swimmers and divers consistently
earned medals for the US in Olympic competition, some male journalists compared
women's athletic fame to a decline in the international repute and domination of white
male athletes in popular sports such as boxing and track and field. Scholars such as Elliot
Gorn and Gerald Gems articulate that starting in the progressive era, male reformers and
Olympic administrators equated boxing and track and field with expressions of white
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Shreier, "Sporting Wear," Men and Women Dressing the Part, 92.
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manhood and American supremacy.
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The accomplishments and recognition of these

sportswomen challenged some sports enthusiasts who questioned women's place in
competitive athletics, while upholding male sports dominance during a time when the
prestige of America's male athletes was called into question. Fred Wittner expressed this
perceived menace to male athletic supremacy in a way that drew attention to
sportswomen's physical statures. In 1934, Wittner asked his readers in the Literary
Digest, "Will the playing fields of America one day be mied by Amazons?" Wittner
continued, writing that many male skeptics "have been viewing with alarm the rise of
women in sport, because we've always pointed with pride to the playing fields and waters
as man's unassailable domain."101
Women aquatic stars' perceived encroachment on the male domain of sport
sometimes included visual references to their swimming attire. A cartoon in the Amateur
Athlete months before the 1932 Olympics in Los Angeles depicted a group of male
boxers, such as Jack Dempsey, James Braddock, and Jack Delaney as old men, struggling
to keep up with a female swimmer, who embodied "Hope," drawn exaggeratedly
curvaceous, in a low cut, revealing bifurcated swim suit. The cartoonist, Gus Edson, titled
the piece, "The Vamp," referring to the classical image of woman as sexual temptress that
became a standard female cinematic type of the 1920s. In the cartoon, "Hope" bates the
struggling boxers, "C'mon, Kiddies-you're better than you ever were!" This cartoon
conveys the AAU's mixed feelings about women in competitive aquatics; although
seemingly grateful to female swimmers for leading the way to US victory in Olympic
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competition, "Hope" is depicted as a sexual, adulterated threat to a sluggish, physically
weak masculinity toiling on the "Comeback Trail." IO2 Whereas some renowned figures
in male popular sports such as boxing experienced loss both in the ring and in media
attention, women swimmers continued winning national acclaim and popularity for their
achievements. The swimsuit wom by "Hope" is integral to this subtle commentary on
the meaning and significance of men and women's athletics. Interestingly, Edson's
cartoon appeared directly beneath a note in the Amateur Athlete indicating that Eleanor
Holm, future 1932 backstroke Olympian, broke a new world medley swim record at a
New York water camival. (Figure 14) 103
Joumalists during the 1920s and 1930s sometimes depicted sports as the last male
bastion in a society witnessing its political, economic, and social arenas becoming overrun
with the presence of women. With the passage and ratification of the Nineteenth
Amendment in 1920, some anti-suffragists worried that newly enfranchised women would
take over the public realm of govemment while ruining society and destroying the home.
Wittner, speaking on behalf of the general male populace in 1934, taunted female athletes,
while referring to early 1930s male athletic heroes:" 'Go ahead ...smoke our cigarettes,
share our suffrage, work our jobs, but show us any of you who can play golf like Bobby
Jones, or smack a tennis ball like Bill Tilden, or swim as fast as Johnny Weissmuller.
That'll hold you for a while." Wittner proceeded by providing examples of star female
athletes that proved the male assumption erroneous. "Did you know," Wittner wrote,
stressing women's assault on men's swim records, "that Helene Madison swims the
100-yards free style in 60 seconds, which is considered ne plus ultra of masculine
102
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achievement?"
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THE VAMP
Figure 14. Cartoon by Gus Edson, "The Vamp" in Amateur Athlete, Feb. 1932.

lf some male journalists considered athletics a strictly male preserve during the
1920s and 1930s, so too were public spaces dedicated to selling clothes and other material
goods required to partake in them. Looking to increase sales, the Sporting Goods Dealer,
a monthly magazine serving America's sporting goods industry, asked sporting goods
stores across the country in 1920, "Is Your Store a Safe Place for Women Customers?"
The article discussed the problem with female patrons in sporting goods stores:
04
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A great many women have the idea that the average sporting goods store is
a sort of den of iniquity, to be ranked in the same category as the saloon or
the pool hall. This idea has been long extant, women in many cities do not
like to patronize the sporting goods store because of the fear that the
conversation in such stores may not be that to which she is accustomed to
listening. 105
The article offered suggestions on overcoming female objections to sporting
goods shops, such as improving the subject matter and tone of conversation in the store,
and omitting off color jokes to assure women, "that the store is a safe, pleasant and
proper place in which they may shop." Other ways to encourage female patronage for
both sport recreation and consumerism included receiving children with more kindness
and considering the formation of a women's sport clothing department, preferably run by
a female director. ' 06 Women's interest in purchasing athletic clothing and other goods
challenged traditional gender divisions within the sporting marketplace. The Sporting
Goods Dealer reinforced gendered notions of female consumers while admitting the
desire of some stores to tap women's potential power as sports consumers. Women,
through their purchasing and wearing of athletic clothing such as swimsuits, impelled
stores to adjust to and attract both male and female clientele. 107
Some literature subtly suggested that a sportswoman's pursuit of swimming for
leisure or sport violated gender roles by distracting her away from traditional feminine
duties in the home. Remnants of nineteenth century separate spheres ideology that
restricted middle class women to the domestic realm of child rearing and housekeeping
while men made forays into the public world of politics and business, continued to inform
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early twentieth century gender roles in society and sport.

108

Some of the earliest women

involved in the National Women's Life-Saving League,formed in 1911,justified the need
for swimming expertise by asserting their basic matemal responsibility to save and
preserve family members from drowning and from other aquatic accidents. At the same
time,many of these female swimmers expressed their enjoyment in swimming for
physical fitness and contests. When many of these women, however,pushed for
organizational support in sponsoring public aquatic competitions,they faced resistance
from the male dominated AAU.109 Whereas women's swimming,when motivated by
personal health and farnilial preservation,seemed tolerable to male officials in the AAU,
critics voiced concem about women utilizing their spare time to compete for prizes, an
arena and activity considered exclusively male. A short commentary from 1935 appearing
in the Literary Digest read,"Many a girl who spends all day splashing around in a
swimming pool can put up an awful argument about water spoiling her hands when asked
to bathe the dishes."110 Women's increased interest and participation in water activities,
for leisure or for sport,proved no excuse for evading domestic responsibilities.
Nineteen twenty and 1924 Olympian Aileen Riggin played on gendered views of
women's domestic space in an article she wrote for Collier's titled,"Woman's Place."
The former Olympic fancy diving champion asserted that at the ancient Greek Olympics
women played "only an ornamental part" as spectators. Things have changed since then,
108
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Riggin claimed, bolstering her argument by describing prospective female athletes
partaking in the 1932 Olympics in Los Angeles.111 Just as a "woman's place" in society
and culture assumed a more public presence during the 1920s and 1930s, a "woman's
place" on the sporting landscape shifted from the sideline to the playing field and
swimming pool.
The swimming successes of leading sportswomen could ultimately result in total
gender role reversal, even if only in a temporary, teasing manner. At the 1936 Olympics
the press introduced Art Jarrett, first husband of Eleanor Holm, "under slightly
embarrassing circumstances" as "Mr. Holm."' 12 Henry W. Clune, husband of
swimming Olympian Charlotte Boyle, believed his legitimacy as a newspaper writer sky
rocked, "by the national celebrity of my bride." After moving into a new apartment with
his wife, Clune humorously recounted his experience of receiving a letter addressed to,
"Mister Charlotte Boyle Clune, Rochester, N.Y." In a lighthearted manner, Clune poked
fun at the reversal of gender roles that came with his wife's aquatic recognition.113
The press, perhaps in response to literature hinting at breaches in conventional
gender expectations, referred to traditional indicators of womanliness in their descriptions
of aquatic stars as a way to reassure observers that swimming preserved differences
between men and women. Oftentimes articles in newspapers and magazines mentioned
sportswomen's involvement in traditionally womanly pursuits, particularly those
regarding physical appearance. In a short article on Seattle star Helene Madison
appearing in a 1931 August edition of The Literary Digest, the author added, "And you
might like to know, that when Helene is busting records she keeps her fingernails a
brilliant red, to make her swimming ensemble complete."114 For American Magazine, the
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caption of a photograph of national swimming champion Louise Robert, titled "Princess"
remarks that Robert was crowned "Georgia Princess" in the 1932 Virginia
Appleblossom Festival.' 15 While breaking women's records, Madison and Robert still
maintained interest in their costuming and appearance, the article suggested. This
reinforced traditional gender distinctions that viewed self-beautification projects and
events as universal feminine pursuits.
A Los Angeles Times article on the 1936 Olympic try-outs also incorporated
trivial information on intemal hostility between teammates over feminine concems. The
high point of the trials, the article stated, would be the renewal of the "feud" between
Eleanor Holm Jarrett, and her younger WSA teammates, sisters Elizabeth and Ema
Kompa. The newspaper reported, "Mrs. Jarrett, apparently jealous of the attention paid to
the Kompas because of their beauty, has tried to star a feud with them." The article
intimated that the grudge over attractiveness provided a main motivation for Holm Jarrett
to beat the sisters, as she had earlier done at a previous AAU national championship.116
Eleanor Holm herself assured the public that during the 1932 Olympic Games,
when she and her teammates were not competing, they constantly preoccupied themselves
with "feminine things." "The 'lady champs' spent every bit as much time in beauty
parlors, getting waves and manicures, as the average girl does. Every day at luncheon
there was a veritable fashion parade of new clothes. For every practical, professional suit
hanging in a wardrobe, there were four or five purely ornamental suits for not-going-near
the-water purposes ... ," said Holm. 117 Holm asserted that Olympic swimmers proved
their womanliness through their preoccupation with make-up, hair, and beach apparel not
used in competition.
"Princess," American Magazine 66, no. 4 (Oct. 1933): 39.
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In Good Housekeeping Helen Hulett Searl suggested that any atypical gender
behavior evident in competitive swimming was a temporary phenomenon, discernable only
when women donned their suits; when dressed in regular every-day wear, these
competitive swimmers reaffirmed their womanliness. Speaking of Olympian Katherine
Rawls, Searl wrote, "It's only when you see her in a bathing suit and observe the
beautifully developed muscles of legs and shoulders that you realize she acquired that
grand suntan doing something more strenuous than basking." With her suit off, in a
dress and sandals, Rawls is simply "one of the many butterflies who bask in the Florida
sunshine."118 New York Ambassador Swimming Club's Ada Taylor, likewise, claimed
that committed swimmers such as herself exemplify "the American girl at her
best"-"as girlish looking in street costume as the ideal American type." "However,"
Taylor said of competitive swimmers, "when they don their swimming suits, they reveal
shoulders that are füll, chests that are high, and legs and arms that are weil
developed ... "119 Searl and Taylor suggested that female swimmers' athletic personalities
were inextricably connected to competitive swimming attire.
Commentary on swimwear and other sport clothing also converged with popular
notions of women's presumed aspirations for marriage. Some fashion literature
connected sport clothing directly to meeting a man and marital success, assuming that the
pursuit of a husband guided women's clothing choices. Rose C. Feld, in a 1930 article
on sports clothing, wrote for Collier's, "the greatest sport of all to woman is that of
capturing the male-and the male, conservative creature, likes his woman to wear pretty
clothes. More, if she doesn't wear them he'll like them on some other women who
does." 12° Feld admonished athletically inclined women, noting that although sports
118
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clothing could potentially attract men and enhance a woman's marital potential, if selected
wrongly, they could also detract future spouses. By identifying female clothing and
appearance as an essential player in the most important "sport" for women, that is,
charming a future spouse, Feld reinforced gender expectations in early twentieth century
America.
Swimmer Ada Taylor who later covered women's swimming events for the
Amateur Athlete, in advocating for bathing suit reform and swimming for women,
sarcastically utilized old-fashioned assumptions about women's traditional marital
characteristics. After attesting to the fact that swimming is the best all around athletic
activity for women because, "every part of the body except the tongue is exercised," she
noted sardonically, "A hint to wife seekers. Swimming girls make good wives, because
they are used to holding their tongues, and not hearing their own voices in no way
embarrasses or alarms them." 121
Other literature directly confirmed that aquatic stars adhered to gender conventions
despite athletic prowess by consistently including information on athletes' marital status.
In 1931 the Amateur Athlete featured the 1920 women's swimming and diving team
posed in front of the ship that would take them to compete in the Antwerp Olympics.
Although the article mentions the athletic accomplishments of the athletes, their current
marital status is also included. Charlotte Boyle, sprint swimmer, "is now Mrs. Clune, and
lives in Rochester, N.Y. She is the mother of three boys-one seven years of age and a
set of twins, aged four." Ethelda Bleibtrey, the article indicated, married and lives in
Chicago with her husband and daughter.
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Literature often guaranteed readers that

world record-breaking sportswomen in their functional suits still desired and succeed in
matrimony and motherhood. This trend in women's swimming reflected a wider
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tendency in press coverage of various women's sports such as golf, tennis, and track and
field, to include observations on female athletes' status as wives and mothers. Reporting
on female athlete's successes in gendered terms often included mentioning of star
athletes' domestic roles. 123
To many physical educators working with young female students at schools,
universities, and settlement houses, athletics actually groomed women to assume
traditional gender responsibilities in the home. Rather than discourage women from home
life, educators viewed sports as a way to prepare women to boldly and salubriously
assume and control their domestic realm. Concemed with preserving gender distinction
through sport, Dr. Clelia Duel Mosher described physical training and athletics as a
means to a specific matemal end. "And that end," Mosher wrote, "is to train the girl to
habits of exercise and to fit her for more perfectly filling her great function in
life-motherhood." The ultimate goal of athletics was to "develop in all perfection the
physical possibilities of women, as workers, wives, and mothers." 124 Most physical
educators viewed exercise as a vital way of strengthening physical health, rather than
defying gender roles. When conducted in moderation and under strict female supervision,
physical activities equipped women to better face domestic and child-rearing tasks.
However, when undertaken too strenuously or competitively, under male coaches, athletics
could inhibit women's ability to succeed as wife and mother.
Women aquatic notables competed and won in an American society where
prevailing concepts of proper gender roles continued to depict competitive sport as the
natural province of men. The swimwear these sportswomen wore assisted in creating,
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concretizing, and challenging the unbalanced presence and repute of women's swimming.
Costume historian Shelly Foote asserts that when one sex adopts a potent gender symbol
from the opposite sex, the response is immediate; many fear that more than just outward
appearance is being transformed. 125 As larger gender images in social, political, and
cultural arenas changed during the first half of the twentieth century, these feminine
athletic icons, performing and succeeding in the same types of abbreviated swimwear as
their male counterparts, guided discussion about women's relationship to domesticity,
marriage, and motherhood. 126

Conclusion
The competitive swimwear wom by leading aquatic stars during the 1920s and
1930s demonstrates how gender became etched in the everyday artifacts of sporting life.
In particular, swimwear wom by competitive sportswomen undermined one of the crucial
functions of late nineteenth century clothing: providing a physical and cultural
identification and separation of the sexes. 127 This chapter demonstrates how gendered
meanings are expressed through clothing and how clothing, as a form of material culture,
transforms and informs sporting experiences. As artifacts of material culture within
sporting culture, women's swimwear and their bodies continue to be visible expressions
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of culturally determined gender distinctions in sport and society.
Gender viewpoints in the larger press and in some sporting goods advertisements
clarified limits of feminine appearance and physical culture in swimwear. These
advertisements reveal that the sporting world of commerce negotiated shifting ideas about
women's competitive swimming. These female swimmers and divers echoed gender
ideals in sport and society as weil as contested socially defined gender boundaries.
Members of the sporting community responded to apparent threats, oftentimes targeting
or incorporating functional swimsuits into their arguments. As various members of the
sporting community commented on female aquatic standouts, their swimming suits, and
appearance, swimwear acted as symbols of gender meaning that reinforced as weil as
challenged gender pattems. The following chapter continues exploring early twentieth
century attitudes toward sportswomen and their uniforms by concentrating on debates
within America's sporting community over body display in women's swimwear and
aquatic competition. The shortened, abbreviated nature of women's swimming attire used
in public contests solicited diverse reactions and responses from female swimmers and
divers, women physical educators, and male sports joumalist.
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CHAPTER III
"THE BOGEY CRY OF IMMODESTY": CONTROVERSIES OVER BODY
DISPLAY IN SWIMWEAR AND WOMEN'S SWIMMING

For Physical Culture magazine, physical culturist John R. Coryell in his article,
"Clothes and Chastity," explored the assumption made by sectors of American society
that scanty clothes tend women to immorality and unchaste behavior. This widespread
belief, Coryell argued in 1922, failed to obstruct millions of women from wearing
functional one-piece bathing suits in public. "Women are not as easily frightened as they
once were by the loud cry of immodesty. Health and physical vigor mean more to them
now than formerly, and the bogey words of the prudish regulator of their morals do not
deter them from wearing suitable clothing." Coryell compared a photograph of the first
US female Olympic swimming champion Ethelda Bleibtrey in her AAU regulation black,
one-piece, stockingless swimsuit, to a photograph of a woman from twenty years ago,
garbed in a long-sleeved, high-necked bathing costume. "They wish to swim, and they
know that the one-pieced suit is best for that purpose," Coryell concluded. (Figure 15) 128
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Figure 15. Photograph of Ethelda Bleibtrey in John R. Coryell, "Clothes and Chastity," Physical
Culture, April 1922.

Although Coryell declared that women, unafraid of the "bogey cry of
immodesty," refused to discard functional suits such as the one wom by Bleibtrey, the
article illustrates the centrality of swimming attire to debates over female modesty in early
twentieth century American sporting culture. Barbara Schreier, in her research on sports
clothing and gender, asserts that swimwear, as the most revealing form of sportswear, has
forced, "an uneasy alliance between modesty and sexual display." 129 This chapter
129
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examines how prominent American swimmers and divers in their bathing attire shaped the
debate over notions of feminine modesty and bodily display during the 1920s and 1930s.
As the national and sporting press increasingly reported on the athletic activities of female
aquatic standouts, these sportswomen, as weil as other groups involved in sport such as
warnen physical educators, male sports journalists, and sports governing bodies,
communicated various meanings about modesty in swimming attire and athletics.
During the first decades of the twentieth century, Americans experienced broad
social and cultural transformations that made new modes of sexual expression
increasingly available to warnen and acceptable to society. The 1920s proved a
disappointment to many women's rights activists who viewed the new youth culture as
unappreciative of their earlier efforts to win the vote and distracted by modes of self
expression and personal liberation through consumption and leisure opportunities with
members of the opposites sex. In the 1920s, as a new atmosphere of sexual liberation
pervaded the middle dass, women's culturally defined ties to purity and morality softened
as new enlarged norms of sexuality saturated American social practices. These moral
changes were often expressed and connected to changes in women's dress and to
expanded recreational and athletic opportunities for women. 13 ° Costume historian Patricia
Warner contends that since the turn of the century, the development of swimwear has been
intimately connected with modesty standards for warnen, and more generally with gender
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expectations in society.

131

Leading female swimmers and divers, performing and

competing in their abbreviated swimwear, demonstrate how these sportswomen publicly
challenged earlier Victorian conventions concerning dress and sport. In doing so, these
aquatic stars shaped new connections between competitive swimwear and their power to
alter America's changing moral and cultural climate.

Maintaining Modesty and Gender Roles Through Athletic Clothing and Aquatic Sport
Critical discussion over sport for women and sports clothing took place at
predominately middle and upper class white women's colleges. Here, women physical
educators believed that proper sport clothing played a critical rote in the sporting
experiences of young female athletes. This influential group of female educators formed
the Committee on Women's Athletics (hereafter CWA) of the American Physical
Education Association (hereafter APEA), created in 1917 as a group within a professional
organization made up of male and female doctors and physical educators. 132 CWA used
the association's journal, the American Physical Education Review (hereafter APER) and
later, the Journal of Health and Physical Education (hereafter JOHPE), as a vehicle for
promoting their professional viewpoints on girls and women's physical activities. WAC
worked with the Women's Division of the National Amateur Athletic Federation
(hereafter NAAF), formed in 1923, as a united front against male dominated athletic
organizations that challenged their jurisdiction over women's athletics. As opposed to the
all male governing bodies of the American Olympic Committee and the AAU, women
physical educators believed that emphasis should be placed on participation rather than on
competition in female athletics and that every girl, regardless of talent, should be given the
131
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opportunity to engage in sports rather than only a selective few chosen for their physical
prowess. They also demanded constant physical and medical surveillance of their female
athletes, and asserted that prolonged strenuous competition involving travel resulted in
emotional and physical strain. 133
Women physical educators at upper dass women's colleges such as Wellesley,
Vassar, Smith, and Bryn Marr, at athletic institutions such as the Young Women's
Christian Association and the Young Women's Hebrew Association, and at various
settlement houses, challenged popular opinions of female corporal and psychic frailty by
increasing women's opportunities for recreation and athletics. These educators and
administrators forged new concepts of womanhood that equated physical vigor with
physical beauty, and expanded the margins of women's health professionally. 134 To
many female educators, maintaining modesty and gender rotes through sport remained
central to their expanded notion of womanhood. This aim often comprehended
discussion on the suitability of various athletic clothing for sportswomen.
In 1919, physical educator Elizabeth Burchenal published an article for the APER
133 For a sample of primary literature on platforms and stances of WAC and the Women's Division
ofthe NAAF see,"Reports ofthe National Amateur Athletic Federation ofAmerica: Report on the
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on policies, methods, and activities for girls' athletic programs. Burchenal's "Tests of
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Success," a list of questions reminding educators of the proper criteria, inquired, "Have
all adopted suitable dress for athletics?" 135 Similarly, in the platform adopted by the
Women's Division of the NAAF, educators expressed their concern over securing
appropriate athletic costuming for their young female swimmers. Provision four of the
platform aimed to "promote the use of suitable costumes for athletic activities." 136 The
platform, which appeared in the NAAF's 1932 official rule book for women and girl's
watersports, revealed educators belief that proper swimming attire played an integral rote
in managing successful athletic programs for female students.
Female educators, laboring to challenge conventional fashion dictates in women's
clothing that restricted and restrained the female body, vocalized their disapproval of
antiquated women's swimwear. Some educators maintained connections to the dress
reform movement, which gained momentum in the second half of the nineteenth century.
These women advocated for "rational" dress, looser and lighter clothing for both
everyday wear and for athletic activities, and some adopted the "bloomer costume" -a
divided bifurcated baggy garment worn under a shortened skirt-as a visible symbol of
their support for women's political rights and for physical emancipation. Various.
versions of the bloomer costume evolved into the typical gymnasium outfit used at
women's colleges during the first decades of the twentieth century. 137 In 1930, physical
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136
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tied dress reform directly to revolutionary transformations in women's lives since the
1880s. Aldrich wrote, "no greater change in all time has taken place than in the lives of
women during the past half century of progress, which has found expression in the
clothing they wear, and freed them from the bondage of absurd and ridiculous
convention." 138
Although educators pushed for practical swimwear that oftentimes defied popular
fashion doctrines, they expressed concem as the AAU began sanctioning swimwear while
supervising public swimming meets for an escalating amount of women and girls from
across the country. To female educators, two core principles connected swimwear and
other athletic clothing directly to notions of modesty and gender role preservation: women
physical educators' belief that sportswomen should compete in private, all-female
environments, supervised by female coaches and administrators, and educators' assertion
that public athletic events controlled by men exploited female athletes in their abbreviated
costuming to increase gate receipts. 139
While advocating for hygienically sound aquatic attire that permitted adequate
freedom of movement, most educators disapproved of women competing in public, mixed
gender settings, dressed in swimming attire that they viewed as acceptable only in
concealed, all-female environments. Spectatorship, they asserted, amounted to one of the
most troublesome aspects of women competing in athletic events. A 1920 photograph of
famed diver Helen Meany performing in functional attire, in front of a mixed gender
audience, depicts this type of athletic milieu that many women physical educators deemed
as inappropriately immodest and potentially exploitative. (Figure 16) 140 Agnes R.
8
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Wayman of Barnard College, Columbia University, and New York University used the
fear of immodest clothing to legitimize women's fight to maintain control over female
athletics. "We know that it's time something sane and intelligent was done," Wayman
said, when during competition women were, "wearing immodesty clothing before mixed
audiences, attended by men rubbers." 141 Patricia Warner, in her study on women's
sporting attire at Mount Holyoke College and Smith College, asserts that women physical
educators invested "private" and "public" spaces with diverse behavioral and clothing
expectations. 142 The suitability of various athletic costuming, therefore, depended in large
part on the environment in which women and girls engaged in sport.
Some women physical educators, however, prioritized education and safety in
swimming over proscribed notions of modesty that prohibited bathing suit-garbed women
from swimming in the presence of men. Hoping to learn enough about swimming to
instruct her female students at Coe College in Iowa, physical educator Mabel Lee shocked
community leaders when she began private swimming lessons with a male instructor.
When an anonymous critic in town discovered the courses, he protested to the College' s
president, exclaiming, as Lee remembers, "She is over there in the swimming pool,
wearing nothing but a bathing costume, and alone with a young man with no chaperone!
This sort of thing must stop." 143 Lee expressed disappointment when the President
ordered the lessons to cease: "No promises to have a chaperone availed even though these
lessons meant so much to me in preparation for swimming classes in the fall." 144 Later,
when the pool opened for the school year, Lee again expressed resentment about rigid
gender boundaries that kept all men, regardless of purpose or profession, completely out
141
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of view of female swimmers at Coe's pool. Lee remembers, "by the time swimming
classes were to start, I had given up all idea of attempting to have a man lifeguard, realizing
how hopeless it would be to get permission at Coe to Jet a man come near the pool if it
meant he was to see the girls in bathing suits." Lee protested the school's decision to
prioritize modesty over the girls' safety. When the school designated two inexperienced
girls as lifeguards, Lee wrote, "all I could do was pray that no one would ever need to be
saved." 145

Figure 16. Photograph of Helen Meany in "Stories in Pictures," Physical Culture, Oct. 1920.
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Although Lee, who in 1931 would become the first woman president of the APEA,
challenged the school's modesty codes by promoting male instructors and lifeguards at
Coe College, she also expressed reservations about women performing aquatic feats in
front of male or mixed gender audiences. After being invited by a male friend to see the
famous Australian swimmer Annette Kellermann perform, Lee and her friend debated the
appropriateness of attending an event in which Kellermann,"so scantily clad," performed
in her infamously abbreviated, one-piece, tight-fitting bathing suit. Just a few years earlier,
in 1907, while modeling and promoting her suit on Revere Beach, Massachusetts,
authorities arrested Kellermann for indecent exposure. 146 Lee wrote,"So I accepted the
invitation, but when she first appeared on stage in her scant attire and bare legs, I was
embarrassed as no doubt was my escort, but her great skill as a swimmer held us
enthralled and I soon forgot about her daring costume and relaxed and enjoyed the
performance." 147 Although Lee's concern with Kellermann's attire lessened in the face
of her outstanding abilities, violating modesty codes to perform publicly in front of
mixed-gender audiences appeared questionable compared to breaking the same female
codes to secure safety and aquatic training in predominately all female environments.
According to physical culturist Thomas Lloyd Swift, the gender composition of
the environment in which a woman swam mattered less than the swimmer's objective in
her suit; if her intentions were genuinely athletic, Swift explained, a woman could appear
publicly in swimming attire without worry. Swift offered advise on choosing swimwear
and other athletic clothing: "If you are dressed too 'properly,' then you are dressed
improperly for athletics." By" too 'properly,"' Swift described costume that"intended
to hide not merely a woman's lower limbs, but even the fact that she has any." However,
"when an abbreviated costume is worn ostensibly for the sake of display of the body,
Wendy Lebing, "Sink or Swimwear," Vintage Fashions, (January/February, 1990), 20, The
Bathing Suit Folder, The Henning Library.
147
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then it may be immodest through that very fact." Swift continued, "you are properly
dressed for swimming or other sports only if you are attired somewhat improperly for
conventional drawing room purposes." 148 To Swift, swimsuits were situationally
appropriate; just as a dress for the parlor was not "proper" for the pool, a swimsuit was
not "proper" in the parlor.
Some physical educators believed that public swim meets also subjected female
athletes to immodest exploitation by promoters hoping to capitalize on their spectator
appeal. Many female educators asserted that male controlled athletic programs used
sportswomen in swimwear for their commercial value. One of the physical educators'
major goals, stated in the 1924 platform objectives of the NAAF, read, "to protect athletics
from exploitation for the enjoyment of the spectator, or for the athletic reputation of any
institution or organization" -a problem they saw as rampant in men's athletics. 149 At
male govemed events, the welfare of the female athletes, physical educators protested,
would come second to "the commercial advantage", i.e. increased gate receipts, of various
institutions and organizations.15° Carl L. Scraeder, a physical educator in Boston,
proclaimed in a 1931 speech to the NAAF, "a girl should not be trotted across the
country and publicized because she can put a town on the map breaking swimming
records. " 151
However, despite accusations by some physical educators that swimsuits used at
male sponsored athletic events were immodest and ultimately exploitative, the AAU and
the American Olympic Committee imposed costuming rules on both female and male
148
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competitors that demonstrated a concern with maintaining modesty in attire. In Swimming
for Women, a swimming instructional guide written by Olympic swim coach L. de. B
Handley in 1921, provisions on regulation costuming for women included specific
directions:
Suit must be of dark color with skirt attached. Leg is to reach four inches
from the crotch, and be cut in straight line around the circumference of the
leg. Suit shall be cut not lower than 3 1/2 inches from pit of neck in front,
and shall not be lower in back than in front. The armhole shall be cut not
less than 2 1/2 inches below the armpit, and not more than 2 inches from
the crease of the arm in front and back. 152
The AAU mies included the rationale behind the exacting guidelines for both their
male and female competitors: "These measurements are approximate, the idea being to
bar costumes which are immodest, or will attract undue attention and comment. The
referee shall have the power to bar from competition offenders under this rule until they
appear properly costumed." 153
As the governing body for international and Olympic swimming, the Federation
Internationale de Nation Amateur (hereafter FINA), founded in 1908, created and
enforced codes that affiliated countries-including the US, Canada, France, and England
among many others-adhered to in conducting their respective national, regional, and
local swim meets. Countries competing in the Olympics and affiliated with FINA during
the 1920s and 1930s enforced costume laws that addressed modesty concerns for both
male and female competitors. The 1928 Handbook of the Canadian Amateur Swimming
Association and England's 1925 Amateur Swimming Association Rulesfor Swimming
and Water Polo included practically identical costuming requirements for their female and
male participants, reflecting material similarities between men and women's suits during
this time. Both associations contained only one provision specifically applicable to their
female competitors: "On leaving the dressing room, lady competitors over 14 years of age
152
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must wear a long coat or bath gown before entering and also immediately after leaving the
water." 154 In short, although FINA dictated costuming requirements for both men and
women swimmers and divers, policy makers inscribed extra modesty criteria into the laws
goveming costuming for national and Olympic women's aquatics.
American sport clothing manufacturing companies, seeking to cash in on the
outfitting of female and male athletes, also expressed an awareness of various standards of
modesty in swimming attire, and adjusted their products to embrace both "private" and
"public" competitive swimming worlds. In a 1925 advertisement for Spalding &
Brothers racing suits, appearing in L. de. B. Handley's Swimmingfor Women, racing
suits were marketed in two styles- a one-piece suit with skirt for public championship
events, and a one-piece suit without skirt for indoor pool practice. "For competition
before the general public and in championship events, the mies specify that the swimmer
must wear a suit of dark color with skirt attached," the advertisement alerted swimmers. 155
Similarly FINA Iiterature that addressed costume regulations often closed with the
following note: "lt is requested that Manufactures make their Costumes and Swimming
Drawers in accordance with these Regulations." 156 That goveming bodies appealed to
sporting good companies like Spalding & Brothers for assistance in enforcing costume
policies demonstrates the collaboration between sporting culture and consumer culture in
propagating swimming attire in accord with modesty codes for both men and women
swimmers.
Although women physical educators and the male sports goveming bodies of the
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AAU competed for control of women's athletics, both constituents recognized the
importance of swimwear to athletic competition and revealed various concems over
upholding modesty codes in swimming attire. Some female physical educators,
concemed with mixed gender crowds at public swim meets, and the attendant suspicions
of exploitation, incorporated swimwear into their goal of upholding modesty and gender
roles through athletics. Competitive female athletes in aquatics, competing and wining in
shortened functional attire, thrust swimming suits into the moral, public, and cornmercial
limelight.

The "Female Form Divine": The Drawing Power of Swimmers in their Swimwear
In July of 1923, when Coney Island authorities announced new ordinances
allowing women to swim without stockings, the press declared that the barelegged
swimmers accounted for the crowd of over 75,000 that flocked to the beach despite bad
weather. 157 In the 1925 August issue of Physical Culture magazine, Dr. Edmund C. Gray
proclaimed to his female readers in "How to Get a Bathing-Suit Figure," "lt must be
admitted, however, that the beach .. .is no favorable place to show much eise than the
physical ...there are bound to be on any beach those whose favorite outdoor sport of
summer is 'sizing up' others who have doffed street clothes and donned the scant attire
necessary to enjoyment on the beach or in the water." 158 Accounts such as these seemed
to confirm women physical educators suspicions' that spectators oftentimes valued female
swirnmers more for their appearance in abbreviated swimwear than for their aquatic talents
157
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and expertise. Comments by malejournalists during the 1920s and 1930s suggest that
male governing bodies and spectators sustained a conscious awareness of the drawing
power of swimming suits worn by both leading female athletes and the general beach
bound populace.
Although Annette Kellermann's popularization of the first one-piece bathing suit
for women made revolutionary strides for the active female swimmer, sports writer Paul
Gallico articulated the concomitant problem functional swimwear presented to public
guardians of moral decency. Kellermann's suit, Gallico wrote, although bulky, "made the
question of how ladies were put together no longer a matter of vague speculation."
Gallico suggested that newspapers consciously exploited female aquatic stars in their
abbreviated costuming to highlight sex appeal: "Newspaper publishers discovered that
whereas reproductions of nightclub cuties in leotards or tights might bar them from the
mails, due to the Nice-Nellies in the post office censorship in Washington, photographs
of an octet of naiads, lined up at the end of the pool in their wet, clinging, one-piece
garments were legit, even though far more revealing," wrote Gallico. 159
Sportsjournalist Henry W. Clune, husband of 1920 swimming Olympian
Charlotte Boyle, asserted that although leading female athletes acted as motors for
revolutionary changes in function swimwear, the AAU capitalized on the athletes' attire to
draw crowds:
Both Charlotte [Boyle] and Ethelda Bleibtrey, and pretty little Aileen
Riggin ... generated reams of newspaper copy ...They competed in scant
silks that accentuated the "female form divine" even more than Annette
Kellermann's black tights; and though the Amateur Athletic Union, which
certified their competitions, never promoted the thesis, it was the apBeal of
sex that attracted crowds to women's swimming and diving events. 60
To many women physical educators, Gallico and Clune's comments captured the
evils associated with women competing at AAU and Olympic events. Under the pretext of
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legitimate sporting events, governing bodies and the press realized that they could get
away with exploiting meagerly dressed sportswomen more easily than with similarly
dressed female dancers and stage performers.
A 1932 illustration appearing in the Amateur Athlete sent additional mixed
messages about the meaning and value of women swimmers and divers in their sporting
attire. In this cartoon two women are depicted on a beach in their contrasting swimwear.
The older woman, dressed in a long ankle-length skirt, with hat and umbrella, reminisces
about her antiquated voluminous swimwear while staring at her younger counterpart in
contemporary, shortened attire. The younger woman says, "Mother-it must have been
an awful bore to swim in your day." (Figure 17)161 Although the AAU regularly used
the Amateur Athlete to praise female swimmers and divers for their continued athletic
accomplishments, this cartoon simultaneously identified leading female swimmers as
displayers of the female body while noting the alluring effect of sportswomen in their
evolving swimwear.

Figure 17. Cartoon in Amateur Athlete, April 1932.
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Journalists in the sporting and larger press drew attention to both leading aquatic
stars' outstanding performances and their displayed bodies in swimwear by utilizing
gendered language and images in their reporting. In various national and local
newspapers and magazines, photographs of these prominent "mermaids" and
"beauties" seemed to capitalize on the sportswomen's sex appeal in their swimming
suits. 162 A los Angeles Times article on the upcoming National Aquatic Show in June of
1937 urged readers to attend the swimming meet, "if you've an eye for feminine
pulchritude in quantity lots . . . ," rather than to witness and experience the athletic
performances of the swimmers and divers. 163 In describing a race between such notables
as Helene Madison and Josephine McKim in January of 1930 Dick Hyland set the scene
for his readers by first drawing attention to the contestants' bodies: "The winter sun beat
down upon a Los Angeles swimming tank during January of 1930. Across one end of
the tank a line of girls in clinging bathing suits faced the water." 164 Press coverage
describing the excitement and number of mixed gender spectators at women's swimming
championships must have further alarmed those opposed to female competitive aquatics.
In 1930 a four-day outdoor swimming championship for men and women drew more than
100,000 spectators who "sat enthralled by the glittering array of swimming stars." 165
The Amateur Athlete coverage of the 1931 women's national indoor swimming
championships in New York described the "spectators who crowded into every inch of
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space at the Women's Swimming Association and Brooklyn Central YMCA were kept
beside themselves with excitement practically all the time." 166
Paul Gallico again confirmed women educators' concerns that female swimmers
and divers were being exploited by some male sports promoters uninterested in their
athletes' long-term educational, physical, and psychological development. Throughout his
career as a sports journalists Gallico both praised female athletic achievements as weil as
condemned them when he feit certain female sportswomen, such as Olympic track star
and all around athlete Babe Didrikson, surpassed traditional gender boundaries in pursuit
of athletic success, fame, and commercial advantage. 167 In his discussion on the "menace
of commercialism" in sport, Gallico warned both male and female athletes, "Headlines
and stories do not appear because the newspapers think you are wonderful. You are a
commodity they seil to the public for the purpose of making money for themselves, not
for you." Gallico concluded, "When you are no longer useful they will drop you." 168
To some physical educators, swimwear and other shortened attire worn by female
athletes in public competition allowed male sports promoters and journalists to capitalize
on the sexual appeal of female athletes, and potentially exploit them to increase readership
and crowd attendance. They saw written and visual evidence of this in national and local
media outlets that covered swimming meets in which women competed. Some male
journalists such as Gallico and Clune corroborated these fears by claiming that the AAU
evaded moral codes under the guise of legitimate sporting events by displaying female
athletes in functional swimwear that at the same time elicited attention from male
spectators. These journalists suggested that the popularity and generous press coverage
of female aquatic athletes rested in part on their body display in swimwear, as weil as on
Frank W. Blankley, Amateur Athlete 2, no. 3 (May 1931): 3, The Joyce Sports Collection.
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their aquatic talents.

Modesty Enforced: Female Swimmers and the Consequences of Swimwear Regulations
for Training and Competition
Various regulations governing swimwear proved to be a tangible issue for many
leading American swimmers and divers during the 1920s and 1930s. Sometimes their
decisions to appear and compete in abbreviated clothing resulted in grave consequences
for their athletic careers and personal Jives. Prominent aquatic stars understood and
experienced the penalties of violating modesty codes both in Olympic competition and at
public beaches.
James E. Sullivan, president of the AAU until his death in 1914, firmly resisted
women's entrance in all AAU sponsored athletics. At a meeting of the American Olympic
Committee in March of 1914, Sullivan stated his formal opposition to "women taking
part in any event which they could not wear long skirts." 169 This effectively excluded
women from swimming and diving competition. Some women, such as tennis player lda
Schnall, criticized Sullivan's decision in the press. "He is always objecting, and never
doing anything to help the cause along for a girls' AAU ...He objects to girls wearing a
comfortable bathing suit. He objects to so many things that it gives me a cause to think he
must be very narrow minded and that we are in the last century," Schnall told the New
York Times in 1913.170 Only after Sullivan's death did the AAU-somewhat reluctantly,
and only at the urging of pioneering female athletes and administrators such as Charlotte
Epstein at the WSA-decide in 1916 to make women's swimming the first female sport
sanctioned by AAU. 171
169
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However, swimming attire remained a controversial subject to some Olympic
authorities who considered maintaining modesty in swimwear equally, if not more
important, than aquatic success. At the 1932 Olympic Games in Los Angeles, an Austrian
Olympic diving judge called American diver Jane Fauntz down off the diving board
moments before her final attempt and demanded she change her bathing suit. Fauntz, who
had worn the suit during her practice dives and was not aware that it was illegal, recalled
the incident with frustration. "Naturally, I stopped and waited. So did the 10,000 people
in the stands. Finally, I was told that my suit was illegal and ordered to go change."
Fauntz explained that the competition stopped "while I put on an unfamiliar-and
uncornfortable-suit. By this time I was so upset that when I stepped on the board I
didn 't even notice that someone had changed the fulcrum." Fauntz remembered, "the
dive was bad, but still good enough to put me in third place behind the other two American
girls who had tied for first." 172
Costuming rules for the 1932 Olympics specified that the back of female
competitors' suits could not extend farther down than six inches from the nape of the
neck; Fauntz's suit extended nine inches. Fauntz remembered that Olympic officials
made her and her American teammates change into a gray wool "high-necked thing with a
skirt on it." 173 Later, in an interview for the San Diego Tribune, Fauntz said that the
incidence demoralized her Olympic experience: "Well, Associated Press carried the story
and made a big thing out of it ...1 feit like 'Gee, here I am in the Olympics and they are
making me out to be some sort of hussy. "' 174 Fauntz, one of only four women in the
history of women 's swimming to make the US Olympic team for both swimming and
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diving, left the experience feeling like "a fallen woman-indecent." 175
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The incident made

papers across the country, as evidenced by a photograph in the los Angeles Times of
Fauntz in her barred, functional dark-colored suit. Although the article extolled Fauntz's
Olympic achievement, the title of the photograph, "Neat But Naughty?" presented
Fauntz's behavior as playfully disobedient and morally questionable. (Figure 18) 176
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Figure 18. Photograph of diver Jane Fauntz in "Neat but Naughty?," Los Angeles Times, 11 Aug. 1932.
John Maffei, "Olympic Touch," Times-Advocate, Jane Fauntz Folder, The Henning Library.
Figurel8 is a photograph of Jane Fauntz modeling the swimming suit that was barred by
Olympic Officials in the 1932 Olympics in Los Angeles. "Neat but Naughty?," los Angeles Times, 11
Aug. 1932, 16.
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Earlier in 1919, authorities arrested future three time Olympic gold medalist
Ethelda Bleibtrey for "nude swimming" on Manhattan Beach in New York after having
cast away her shoes and stockings to swim with exposed legs. 177 Bleibtrey challenged the
city's modesty codes by prioritizing training over the potential legal consequences.
Bleibtrey, who by this time had become nationally recognized for her swimrning skills,
leveraged her national popularity with the public to get released from jail on the condition
that she would "behave" by wearing proper swimming attire. 178
Ada Taylor, former New York diving champion and fourth place winner in the
1921 National Diving Championship, asserted that the heightened moral standards
imposed on bathing suits placed women in compromising legal situations. "A girl, with
all propriety, may have her back bare to the waist if in evening dress. She may wear her
skirts to her knees on the street; her socks rolled down as she walks along the business
thoroughfares." 179 However, Taylor explained the double standard inflicted on swimsuit
garbed woman:
But on the beach, Freedom departs! There the cops and copettes pounce
with delight upon the sensibly clad swimming girl. They measure the
length of her skirt and send her back home if it is too short, or if she has
none. lf she wears socks, or rolled down stockings or is, horrors of
horrors, bare legged, weit, she is reprimanded and sent back to cover
herself 'modestly' and safety. lf she refuses to go, the police patrol takes
her for a ride. 180
These general public ordinances, such as the ones Taylor criticized, affected both
leading female swimmers and every day beach goers. Santa Monica, Califomia officials

177 On Ethelda Bleibtrey's arrest see Patricia Wamer, "Clothing as Barrier: American Women in the
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considered bathing suits a public safety issue in 1931, and local authorities held various
opinions on current laws goveming beach wear. Herman Michel, Mayor and
Commissioner of Public Safety at Santa Monica, noted that current Califomia municipal
ordinances goveming bathing garb dated back to 1887. Michel exclaimed, "The truth of
the matter is that most of us are relying on ancient ordinances for handling the
question ...we need something more modern to cope with the problem ... We've got to get
up to date with our swimming ideas and ideals." In the same article, however, it was
reported that Chief Police Webb continued to arrest men and women "who go to such
extremes" by violating the current law prohibiting women from wearing "scantier
costumes." 181
Ada Taylor continued to criticize Atlantic City beach ordinances barring women
wearing the "two in one" -a one-piece skirted wool suit-without stockings. Taylor
blamed segments of the women' s clothing industry for perpetuating rigid modesty codes
in swimming attire. Taylor wrote of, "the economic fact that seemed to me very
significant-the heartiest supporters of the bathing hose law are the bathing house
proprietors, who receive a large part of their revenue from the sale of silk hose for
bathing." Taylor concluded, "Funny how often economics and morals get mixed in the
law!" The article, which contained photographs of Taylor swimming and training in her
competitive, stockingless swimsuit, blamed both the economic motive of some sales driven
companies as weil as double moral standards for the severe consequences experienced by
some women swimmers.182
Leading female swimmers confronted Olympic, AAU, and city edicts that dictated
appropriate styles of swimwear for women swimming in public. Both prominent
swimmers and everyday female beach-goers acted as important impetuses in furthering
181
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the acceptability of warnen's swimming and shortened attire by appearing in public
despite strict institutional policies, and sometimes, severe legal and personal
consequences.

Responses and Reactions to Swimsuit Regulations
Female educators, sports governing bodies, and city authorities, in an effort to
control and regulate women's swimwear, influenced the performances of female
swimmers and divers during the first decades of the twentieth century. Many
sportswomen and others interested in women's spart and athletic clothing articulated
various opinions on modesty and swimwear. While some women expressed resentment
toward rules affecting their athletic feats, others articulated a desire to maintain traces of
modesty in their competitive swimming attire.
Same warnen swimmers and divers educated the public about advances in
women's swimwear by modeling, performing, and appearing in the newest competitive
suits. For the 1933 World's Fair in Chicago, the Century of Progress exposition,
promoters utilized trick photography to show in the same frame Olympic spring board
diver Jane Fauntz both "in the much-befrilled and ample swimming suit of '93," and
again in the "ultramodern suit" of 1932. (Figure 19) 183 Fauntz offered a sharp contrast
between immobility and success in aquatic competition. By demonstrating
transformations in swimming attire to less confining and shortened styles, Fauntz
presented Fair attendees with expanded meanings of female modesty in athletic dress.
Later, Fauntz would verbalize the indignation she feit toward stringent Olympic costuming
regulations that affected her 1932 Los Angeles performance. 1 84
Figure 19 is a photograph of Jane Fauntz in "From Fair to Fair, A La Mode in Swim Suits," The
Chicago Daily News, 1932, Jane Fauntz Folder, The Henning Library.
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Figure 19. Photograph of Jane Fauntz in "From Fair to Fair, A La Mode in Swim Suits," The Chicago
Daily News, 1932.

Swimmer Lucille Miller also offered a visual comparison between old and new
swimming attire for a 1926 Los Angeles Times article announcing, "Brevity is the soul of
woman's emancipation." Miller revealed photographs of herself dressed up in a 1896
bathing costume that she found in a trunk of heirlooms, next to a photograph of herself in
a contemporary suit from 1926. She asserted that the advancement of women's
swimming depended on both freedom of body and muscle as well as on freedom of mind.
In the 1926 suit, "She is unfettered, can dive into the waves and use fancy crawl strokes
and trudgeons just like a man. And mentally she can sour to heights immeasurable," the
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article stated.
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By wearing less restricting swimwear, the article suggested, women

competed mentally and physically with their male aquatic counterparts.
Successful female athletes from other sports also connected mental and physical
liberation to abridged athletic dress. In 1934 US national tennis champion Helen Hull
Jacobs, writing for the Ladies Horne Journal, told readers how innovations in tennis
clothing, in particular shorts, gave her a psychological and physical advantage over her
opponents who remained garbed in skirts during competitive play on the tennis court.
Jacobs and other tennis luminaries, she assured her readers, violated conventional dress
standards despite public protests because they had not come, "to play manikin to the
tennis spectators," but rather to win. Like Fauntz and Miller, Jacobs provided a visual
comparison of herself in tennis shorts beside images of women in tennis clothing of years
past. (Figure 20) 186
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Figure 20. Photograph of Helen Hull Jacobs in Helen Hull Jacobs, "The Psychology of Tennis
Clothes," Lculies' Horne Journal, June 1934.
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The press sometimes exaggerated the extent to which swimmers concerned
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themselves with safeguarding modesty in swimwear. In 1926, a month before WSA
swimmer Gertrude Ederle would successfully complete her swim across the English
Channel, the Los Angles Times reported that the most troublesome problem for Ederle,
"was the eternal feminine problem of what to wear." 187 The article reported that Ederle
desired "a perfect union of two highly desirable but utterly incompatible qualities in her
channel swimming costume, the same being comfort and modesty." 188 When Ederle's
coach, Will Burgess, suggested a two-piece costume of trunks and a short silk vest, a
French fashion expert denounced the proposal as immodest because of the likelihood that
people would be watching the swim from accompanying boats. lt remains questionable
whether Ederle, whose time beat the reigning men's record by over two hours, truly
worried about preserving modesty in dress to the degree the article asserted. The fact that
Ederle did indeed swim in a two-piece bathing suit designed by her sister Margaret, while
covered in greasy lard for added insulation from the frigid waters, suggests that Ederle
was not willing to prioritize concerns over maintaining respectability in dress over
practicality and function. (Figure 21) 189 Upon her return to the US, New York staged the
largest ticker tap parade in the history of the city in honor of her swim. 1 90
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Figure 21. Photograph of Gertrude Ederle after swimming the English Channel in Paul Gallico, The
Golden People, 1965.

Physical Culturist Thomas Lloyd Swift urged women to prioritize utility first in
bathing costume, even if an indirect consequence meant violating modesty standards.
"We cannot lose sight of the fact that the question as to whether or not a certain costume,
which involves some display of the human body, is modest or immodest, must be
determined purely by its purpose," Swift wrote. "If the display of the body is only
incidental to the utilitarian requirements of the costume, then there is no breach of good
taste; and nothing immodest about it." 191 Swift's article, which included photographs of
Annette Kellermann modeling various styles of swimming attire, appeared in Physical
Culture. Published by famed showman and physical culturist Bernarr A. MacFadden, the
magazine included controversial photographs of semi-nude or nude men and women and
offered unconventional perspectives on sex and reproduction. 192 In efforts to seil the
191
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magazine, Physical Culture often featured athletic-looking, buxom women exercising in
swimwear and other abbreviated clothing on the cover, such as the May 1923 edition
depicting a woman diving in a dark two-piece swimsuit. (Figure 22) 193
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Figure 22. Cover of Physical Culture, June 1923.
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While prioritizing mobility in swimming attire, some leading swimmers
communicated a simultaneous desire to appear sufficiently modest in their competitive
suits. Aileen Riggin believed that swimming suits given to the 1920 Olympic swimming
team by officials were nonfunctional, unsightly, and immodest. Describing the uniforms
in an oral history, Riggin recalled, "They were made of mercerized cotton, which is
transparent of course. You can see right through that, and when it's wet, it clings. And it
had sleeves. They had sleeves to the elbow." 194 The team discarded them and used suits
they brought from home because they believed that the official suits compromised both
their Olympic performances and their modesty.
As her aquatic career developed Riggin continued to value a sense of modesty and
athletic success as she discussed her swimwear. While championing attire that permitted
maximum freedom of movement, Riggin also criticized swimwear that revealed gratuitous
amounts of skin; these excessively revealing styles were neither becoming nor conducive
to active swimming. Riggin wrote, "As a professional swimmer, my idea of the perfect
swimming suit is one that fits weil without hampering, that is becoming and not too
revealing." 195 After touring France in 1930, Riggin asserted that although Europe had
once tailed behind America in the evolution of practical swimwear for women, she was
surprised that the "styles had gone to the other extreme" in bathing wear. The suits worn
by women on Riviera beaches were "not bathing suits." Rather, Riggin wrote, "They
were squares of cloth and a pair of shoulder straps." 196
People involved in the clothing, fashion, and sporting goods industry also
conveyed various messages about the value of modesty in swimwear. In 1932, writer
Marie Beynon Ray proclaimed revealing swimwear to be more fashionable than other
conservative styles. "As for the bathing suits," Ray wrote, "they become more and more
194
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negligible as to size and more and more important as to style. Skirtless, backJess, legless,
all but frontless, these clean-limbed, stripped-for-action little masterpieces gain in chic
with every inch of fabric they sacrifice." 197
Some women's sports clothing designers became renown in their field for
breaking moral conventions in dress while at the same time creating well-constructed,
functional clothing. In 1936, Margaret Case Harriman wrote in Collier's magazine about
Mrs. Bert Schnurer, designer of women's swimming suits "whose life is oddly dedicated
to persuading other women to take off as many clothes in public as possible." Noting
that, "The steady progress of the bathing suit from the days of ruffles and long bloomers
has been a source of despair to these moral guardians," Harriman described Schnurer as
the "Shock-Proof Lady." Schnurer also prioritized dependability in designing "active
wear" for female swimmers by using special machinery to reinforce the seems of each
suit, "so that any woman who wore it could give herself to the sun with all the abandon in
her, without disturbing a stitch." Schnurer, Harriman wrote, designed reliable suits for
active women with little concern for cops who believed her suits "look[ed] nothing but
original sin." 198
In the 1920s, as modeling evolved into a popular profession for women, sporting
goods companies and retail centers utilized the female body to increase its sales of
women's swimwear. The March 1921 issue of the Sporting Goods Dealer reported on a
new marking plan inaugurated by the B.H. Dyas Company out of Los Angeles. Hoping
to augment sales of women's apparel, B. H. Dyas began displaying bathing suits and
other outing wear on live female models in the company's London Shop. The article
noted that the B. H. Dyas Company's "means of exploitation created quite an increase in
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business."

199

lt made better sense, the article suggested, for retail centers to provide

female costumers with a visual indication of how their body might look and fill the suits.
In choosing and employing swimsuit models, retail outlets contributed to testing modesty
standards in swimwear while treating both swimming suits and certain types of female
bodies as desirable commodities in sporting and consumer culture.
Despite the fact that educators, sports goveming bodies, sporting goods
companies, and public ordinances affected and limited the performances of and
opportunities for female swimmer and divers, major female aquatic figures articulated
interests in wearing swimwear that allowed them to train, compete, and win. While aiming
for victory, female aquatic stars, as displayers of functional swimming attire, reinforced
notions of female modesty as weil as revealed alternatives in their quest for athletic
success. Other sportswomen expressed little concem for preserving modesty in clothing,
choosing to wear functional attire even if that meant violating codified standards of
respectability in dress.

Conclusion
In the 1920s and 1930s, various American sporting groups sought to define,
challenge, and enforce standards of propriety in swimwear for female participants in
aquatic events. The variety of viewpoints on decency and dress in the 1920s social and
cultural milieu, Thomas Lloyd Swift admitted in Physical Culture magazine, "make it
difficult to know just where modesty begins and where it leaves off."200 Performing and
competing in early twentieth century America, these female athletes acted as visible
barometers of changing perspectives on female modesty.
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As women physical educators and male sports governing bodies such as the AAU
and the American Olympic Committee competed for control over women's athletics, both
recognized the importance of swimming attire to athletic competition and revealed
concerns over upholding female modesty codes in swimwear and other athletic dress.
Sportswomen competing publicly in swimming suits, in mixed gender audiences, turned
swimming attire, and sometimes their own bodies, into legal, as weil as commercial issues.
Leading swimmers and divers such as Gertrude Ederle, Jane Fauntz, Ethelda Bliebtrey,
and Ada Taylor offered the sporting and consuming world public examples of
nonconformity in appearance and outlooks on swimwear. When given the opportunity,
women swimmers competed in functional shortened attire that was less entrenched in
outdated codes of gendered and athletic modesty. In challenging codified Olympic and
city regulations that reflected culturally constructed views defining modesty as a
particularly feminine attribute, some sportswomen experienced legal, social, and personal
repercussions for their endeavors. Although changing attitudes toward morality and
modesty in swimwear limited some women competitive swimmers and divers, they
continued to train and earn victories in aquatic contests.
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CHAPTER IV
"THE SPORTS IDEA AND THE FEMININE LURE": THE ROLE OF SWIMMERS
AND DIVERS IN PROMOTING SWIMMING ATTIRE, ATHLETIC BODIES, AND
ACTIVE SWIMMING

In 1929 fashion writer Rose C. Feld, writing for Collier's, introduced her article
on sports clothing by posing what seemed to be a common and critical fashion dilemma:
"How are you going to combine the sports idea and the feminine lure?"201 The
questionable nature of sporty-looking clothes-on a whole lighter, looser, and less
ornamental-was a theme running throughout women's magazines and other fashion
related literature during the early twentieth century. The perceived incompatibility of
sporting attire and fernininity retlected a critical debate in !arger American society over
changing ideas of feminine appearance, and whether competitive athletics masculinized
women. As female athletes' presence in both national and international athletic
competitions increased during the 1920s and 1930s, various members of America's
sporting community and !arger public debated whether athletics, and the clothes required
to partake in them, contrasted with governing representations of womanliness.
In magazines such as Collier's, Good Housekeeping, and the Ladies' Horne
Journal, and in other fashion and sporting related literature, female aquatic personalities
became integral to consumer culture and contributed to the debate over women in
competitive athletics by presenting swimming attire and athletic-looking bodies as
desirable and accessible outcomes of their active swimming endeavors. The fame that
leading swimmers gained through success in competition allowed them to act as voices of
201
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expertise in nationally circulated magazines; by taking on multiple identities, including
model athlete, clothing advisor, swimming instructor, and beauty consultant, these
sportswomen crafted new links with women's swimming, functional swimwear, and
sporting bodies.

Functional Swimwear: A Fashion Dilemma
The question of warnen swimmers and divers as both athletic and beautiful
generated diverse perspectives on female aquatic standouts and their swimwear in the
columns of nationally circulated fashion magazines, sporting publications and
newspapers.
In June 1936, sportjournalist Paul Gallico's article, "Warnen in Sports Should
Look Beautiful," appeared in Vogue fashion magazine. Using appearance and clothing as
the main criteria in determining the appropriateness of various athletics for warnen,
Gallico wrote, "Definitely interdicted, and never again before my eyes, is any sport in
which warnen stick out places when they play, wear funny clothes, get out of breath, or
perspire."202 Gallico categorized squash, tennis, basketball, golf, fencing, and swimming
as forms of athletics incompatible with feminine traits such as grace, beauty, and charm.
Unlike figure staking, where "there is no costume lovelier...with its short flared skirt, and
the jaunty caps to match," swimmers lacked grace, "because their hips are too wide and
they wear those dreadful tight-fitting bathing caps to keep their hair from getting wet."203
Gallico's public endorsement of particular sports depended largely, if not solely, on
whether the costuming emphasized his vision of femininity. Gallico concluded, "lt is a
lady's business to look beautiful, and there are hardly any sports in which she seems able
202
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Some male athletes echoed Gallico's assertion that swimmers and other female
athletes compromised their femininity by partaking in sport and wearing athletic clothing.
Actor and five-time gold medal winner at the 1924 and 1928 Olympics, Johnny
Weissmuller, in "Swimming Robs Girls of Sex-Appeal," stated his conviction that
competitive female swimmers tumed into "boyish creatures"-their haircuts resembled
their brother's, and even their voices become "husky-water-logged." According to
Weissmuller, the functional attire required of competitive swimmers contributed to the
boyishness of the female swimmer. Remove the swimmer from her athletic environment
and, "she can't hold a candle to the girl who only wears her pretty bathing suit-without
putting too much wear-and-tear on it." Weissmuller stated his preference for women
who swam not to win, but as an excuse to don shortened bathing suits. "Mostly for the
fun of wearing good-looking bathing suits or sport frocks ... these gals are far more to my
liking," Weissmuller concluded.205
Despite commentary by some male joumalists and sportsmen classifying women
swimmers as "manly," many leading female athletes asserted that sporting attire could
meet the needs of both competitive athletics and their ideas of femininity in appearance.
The notion of sporting attire, and in particular, swimwear, as a fashionable commodity
propelled images of and articles by leading female athletic icons onto the pages of
women's fashion magazines throughout the 1920s and 1930s.
For swimming and diving Olympian Aileen Riggin, reconciling competitive
swimwear and femininity posed little, if any, dilemma. In a 1931 article for Collier's,
Riggin proclaimed that she preferred to wear her AAU plain black regulation swimsuit
outside the competitive pool, on holiday beaches. She explained, "But contests aside, it
20
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has distinct advantage." Not only does it photograph weil, Riggin wrote, but also, "lt is
becoming, wet or dry, and it makes me look thinner than I am." To Riggin, contemporary
swimwear for active exercise exemplified her idea of femininity in clothing; these new
bathing suits were cut with so much style, Riggin asserted, that "people wear them on the
beach for all occasions."206
Fashion writers, both men and women for the most part, also praised swimming
attire for expressing both practicality and stylishness in design. The Los Angeles Times'
Honore Booth wrote in 1930, "lt is amusing, and I think reassuring, to note that now,
when nonsports clothes tend determinedly to impracticality, real sports clothes are better
planned for their purposes than ever before." Booth believed that this was especially true
for bathing suits. "One-piece suits, beautifully designed and made, are intended primarily
for the real sports women ...They are frankly one piece and are meant purely for
swimming." Declaring that bathing suits should serve a vital utilitarian purpose beyond
or in addition to adornment, Booth concluded, "When you take to the water, you wear a
truly practical garment which permits complete freedom of motion."207
Fashion expert Rose C. Feld agreed, asserting that among new trends in athletic
style clothing, bathing suits in particular were both practical and fashionable. "lf you go
in seriously for sports, you'll find a variety of smart costumes, not the least of which is
the bathing outfit," wrote Feld for Collier's. 208 Similarly, Marie Beynon Ray encouraged
her Collier's readers to prioritize utility in choosing sporting attire. In describing the
latest fashions for active swimming, skiing, and golf, Ray advised, "The best-dressed
sportswomen, we find, thinks of her costume much as the farmer thinks of her
overalls. "209
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Fashion writers and leading female athletes in several sports also commended
bathing attire and other sport costuming for exhibiting simplicity in design. The
universality of this dominant theme in fashion literature occurred in the 1920s when new
models of physical appearance and sexual expression, technological and manufacturing
advances in ready-made dress, and increased opportunities for female physical activity
combined to effect general style changes in women's clothing to more linear, shorter, and
unadorned fashions.210 A 1930 New York Times article "Trim Lines" on new fabrics for
tennis and beach shorts began, "The ribbons and ruffles that adorn other kinds of clothes
have no place in the wardrobe for active sports. This is one corner of the mode that has
not yielded to the wave of fuss and femininity." Unlike other types of clothing, the
articles asserts, sports clothes meant business by permitting freedom of movement,
"without any sacrifice of becomingness."211
In other sports such as tennis and golf, important sportswomen also praised
athletic costuming for its simplicity and failed to see the predicament of wearing
serviceable sport clothing that simultaneously flattered the female figure. National tennis
champion Helen Wills wrote for the Ladies' Home Journal in 1927:
Perhaps nowhere eise so definitely as in the realm of sports has the simple
costume come into its own. Long, slender lines and absence of the old
time "fussiness" mark every portion of the modern wardrobe, but in the
clothes we wear for sports-whether of the active or the sideline
variety-the doctrine of simplicity has reached its highest point.212
Like Wills, national golf champion Glenna Collett claimed in 1930 that weil-
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dressed sportswomen combined practicality, comfort, and style in athletic dress. Collett
wrote, "I still hold to that belief: comfort, first, last and always in sports clothes. But
added to the comfortable, a large slice of the practical, and surely a certain amount of the
chic."213
Sporting goods companies also fused notions of utility and stylishness in the
design of their suits and they often publicized the benefits of this combination to their
male and female buyers in various promotional material. A 1931 A.G. Spalding &
Brothers swimsuit advertisement, depicting two men and a woman in dark colored suits,
read, "Spalding has designed the finest Swimming Suits-suits meant for action as well
as admiration."214 An advertisement in the D & M Athletic Goods, Summer and Spring
1929 catalogue claimed, "Because of its extreme elasticity and also the snugness of it, the
rib stitch suit has become the favorite with the active swimmer and at the exclusive beach
resorts. Realizing this D & M has perfected a double ribbed knit suit that will bear the
keen scrutiny of the 'style experts' and at the same time give the utmost service and
satisfaction."215 Swimming suit advertisements reflected increased consumer interest in
swimming attire that was both fashionable and functional, echoing major aquatic stars
competing in similar suits.
While advocating for functional swimwear some aquatic stars also revealed a
concem over their physical appearance during competitive events. These athletes
expressed a desire to wear swimming suits that fit their idea of attractiveness in addition to
permitting freedom of movement. Aileen Riggin remembered her teammates' horrified
reaction when the International Olympic Committee distributed the regulation women's
Collett, "For Wearing on the Green," 24.
Advertisement for A.G. Spalding swimming suits in Philip S. Harburger, ed., National
Collegiate Athletic Association Official Rulesfor Swimming Diving and Water Games, No. 91R (NY:
American Sports Publishing Co., 1931), The Joyce Sports Collection.
215
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suits for the 1920 Olympics in Antwerp, Belgium. "We just died when we saw them,"
said Riggin in an oral history. "We wore our own because we looked so terrible in these
suits. We laughed when we tried them on. We just went into hysterics, it was so
ridiculous." The American team refused to wear the suits, with "funny little sleeves, neck
high and tight as a mid-Victorian nightgown, skirts down to our knees," because they
were both impractical and unbecoming. 216
Other women athletes communicated an interest in how they looked in competitive,
AAU sanctioned swimming garb. Some sports stars made distinctions between swimwear
wom in the pool with alternative attire of various colors and materials they might have
wom when not contending for medals. In 1938 Good Housekeeping's Helen Hulette
Seal asked swimming and diving star Katherine Rawls whether she always wore her plain
black AAU regulation swimsuit. "I do for competition," answered Rawls, then added, "I
just love to wear more stylish suits," noting her preference for blue satin Lastex.217 An
article on the record-breaking swimming accomplishments of national and Olympic
backstroke champion Eleanor Holm in the Amateur Athlete featured a full-length
photograph of Holm in stylish beach-type, short clothing for wear in casual settings rather
than for competition by the AAU. 218
In women's magazines and other literature on sport and clothing, women such as
Riggin, Holm, and Rawls acted as catalysts and frontrunners in popularizing comfortable
and active dress for women. These sportswomen, along with fashion writers,
demonstrated the ease and stylishness of combing practicality and femininity in their
active swimwear.
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Looking Their Parts: Swimwear Making the Swimmer
As a change from previous generations, women in the first decades of the
twentieth century had more opportunities to adopt an athletic identity both by participating
in various forms of physical culture and by wearing sport costuming. As evident in
women's magazines, sporting activities and sporty clothing styles proved distinctly
desirable and popular for young women after 1920. In 1921, auto dealer Francis C.
Davidson explained to the Los Angeles Times that women of the 1920s distinguished
themselves from previous generations by revealing their love of sport. "The 1921
woman, be she old, young or just merely of age, is indeed a sport-loving creature. She
goes in for golf and tennis and swimming in a way that would probably shock her
ancestors a few generations removed."219 Women engaged in sport as a way to
distinguish themselves from their mother and grandmothers' generations, whose
recreational options, clothing styles, beauty standards, and sexual norms differed from
their 1920s and 1930s counterparts.
In a 1930 article for the Ladies' Horne Journal Grace Higgins described
women's wardrobes as active participants in identity transformation:
There is a centuries-old controversy whether women dress for men or for
other women. They do neither. They dress for themselves. And you buy
clothes not to fit the occasion but to do things to you-that you may meet
a new human experience...And, consciously or subconsciously, you
choose your clothes to make you the person you wish to be to meet a
definite situation.220
The purchasing and wearing of sporting attire wom by exceptional athletes and
ordinary women in sport offered women a way to adopt an athletic identity and make a
connection to the prevailing fixation on sport in American culture. In her book, The
Language of Clothes, author Alison Lurie contends that having access to clothing
219
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identified with a particular person or activity allows the wearer to "symbolically take on
their personality." Clothing and other adornments, Lurie asserts, instantly identifies its
wearer with particular activities, behaviors, and social groups.221 Although leading aquatic
stars provided fashion magazines and the )arger press with exemplary athletic icons to be
emulated for both their athletic achievements and sporting dress, fashion literature and
consumer culture also conveyed various messages about the possibilities and limits of
athletic clothing.
Some advertisements for sporting goods during the 1920s and 1930s included a
hyped suggestion that sporting products contained the potential to transform consumers
into athletes. This claim reflected a general shift in advertising in the early twentieth
century toward association marketing-drawing buyer's attention to the physical and
psychological advantages, pleasures, and potential of the product.222 In his study on how
advertising transformed American attitudes toward their bodies in the early twentieth
century, historian T.J. Jackson Lears confirms that advertising executives reiterated the
"persistent promise of physical and psychic revitalization that allegedly would occur with
the use of the commodity being advertised."223 Bathing suit manufactures utilized this
strategy by championing the idea that their swimming attire allowed buyers to feel athletic.
An A.G. Spalding & Brothers advertisement informed its readers, "you feel like an
Olympic champion the minute you put one on ! These suits won't teach you to swim, but
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Another A.G. Spalding & Brothers

advertisement assured swimmers, "In a Spalding Suit you'll look like a swimmer. You'II
feel at ease. You'II have the professional air."225 An advertisement for Ocean Bathing
Suits, "The Official Olympic Bathing Suit," featured the American Olympic Clothing
Committee's seal of approval. Accompanied with an illustration of a woman climbing a
diving ladder in a dark bathing suit, the manufacture connected consumers directly to the
victories of future Olympians: "These wool suits will be worn by the American
contestants ...Check up on your supply of Ocean Suits!" (Figure 23)226
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Figure 23. Advertisement for Ocean Bathing Suits in Beach and Pool, Jan. 1932.
Advertisement for A. G. Spalding & Brothers swimming suit in NCAA Official Ru/es for
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Publishing Co., 1928), The Joyce Sports Collection.
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National women's magazines often presented consumers with various styles of
practical swimming attire and connected these selections to mainstream fashions,
permitting women to further identify with swimming and swimwear in a positive and easy
manner. Fashion literature suggested that wearing sport costuming required neither a
willful abandonment of everything associated with prevailing notions of femininity in
appearance nor an unquestioning acceptance of functional, competitive athletic wear.
For women concemed with maintaining the "feminine lure" in athletic dress,
fashion advisers offered solutions in bridging perceived divides between athletic style
clothing and notions of femininity. Articles by both aquatic stars and fashion experts tied
swimwear to contemporary trends in other modes of dress. In particular, while
prioritizing practicality in swimwear, writers often displayed an array of products available
to complement swimming suits and other forms of athletic clothing.
Swimming suits especially seemed to provide an excellent opportunity to
accessorize. For those women who sought "a little more drama" in their athletic dress,
fashion articles often showcased a range of decorative clothing and omaments to
complement swimwear. Swimmers could buy a variety of special bathing mats, pillows,
towels, clogs, sandals, and beach hats. Honore Booth, writing for the Los Angeles Times,
detailed the "special ensembles for lounging before and after the swim."227 Marie
Beynon Ray described a whole host of beach clothing to complement the one-piece
swimming suit, such as the bandanna backless shirt and diverse styles of beach
pajamas.228 Rose C. Feld asserted that femininity could be maintained in the sporting
idea of dress by accessorizing athletic wear with laces, silks, chiffons, and ribbons which
"contain the essence of femininity."229 Fashion advisors often advertised a variety of
mass produced swimming merchandise available to the woman consumer.
227
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Olympian Aileen Riggin commented on and promoted a variety of bathing suit
gamishings such as matching beach jackets and hats. In addition, Riggin endorsed new
trends in bathing suit designs that linked swimming attire directly to current fashions in
women's formal attire. Riggin eagerly approved of the "dressmaker bathing suits," a
suit with a neck and shoulder line identical to an evening dress, but with the dress' skirt
shortened to above the knee. ''They are like swimming suits in the essentials," Riggin
said, citing the advantage of being dressed simultaneously for relaxing on the beach and
active swimming in the water.230
Some mass circulated periodicals claimed that adopting athletic dress could
enhance a woman's physical attractiveness. Feld concluded her article on sporting attire
asserting that sports clothes could actually make plain looking women more appealing.
"Sports clothes are a boon to the homely woman without curves and feminine graces.
Today, if she is weit dressed and wears her clothes with poise and chic, she is vastly more
attractive to men than her more feminine sister."231 Feld even promoted active athletic
wear to women uninterested in, or even adverse to, competitive sport. Writing for
Collier's in 1927 Feld exclaimed, "lt doesn't matter whether she is planning to go in
heavily for teas instead of tees, whether she knows a caddie from a cad or a love game of
tennis from a love game on the porch, the motif is the same." "The point is," she
stressed, "that today the smartly dressed woman is the one who bows to the sports idea in
clothes even though she may turn up her nose at the sports idea. The one has nothing to
do with the other.232
In fact, some popular writers in magazines suggested that in did not matter
whether a woman swam, played tennis, or golfed competitively, as long as her dress
suggested she did so. In 1930 national golf champion Glenna Collett proclaimed to her
230
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Collier's readers, "One thing is true among real sports people: they look their parts."
Advice writers and sportswomen from various sports encouraged women to emulate
female athletes in attire and action, although sometimes in fashion magazines, donning
active wear was stressed ahead of actual participation in competitive athletics.233
Some fashion experts indicated that it was more important for women to be
wearing proper athletic-style dress than actually partaking and winning in competitive
sport. Fashion expert Aimee Larkin wrote in 1930, "To a man, a game of golf or tennis
stars when he gets in position for the first move. To a woman, some of the most exciting
hours are spent in choosing her clothes."234 Therefore, women could wear functional
athletic clothing while abstaining from competitive athletics. "Here are the sports clothes
that are the thing this season-you don 't have to compete with Glenna Collett and Helen
Wills to wear them." Feld identified the "inactive-sports-clothes idea" for women
indifferent to athletics. "This is not a sports outfit in the sense that it is designed for
athletics," wrote Feld. "lt is a sports outfit in the sense that it follows the mode in its
lines and in the subtle expression of freedom of movement."235
The increasing availability of swimming attire and sport costurning-fueled in part
by the consumer revolution and changes in clothing, technology, and
manufacturing-enabled women to adopt clothing for their own purposes and adapt it to
their immediate needs and circumstances. Women's magazines suggested that women
tailored sport clothing wom and promoted by sportswomen for their own athletic and
leisure objectives. Women were able to both "look athletic" by purchasing such athletic
attire, and experience some form of swimming and diving, whether that meant competitive
swimming or just lounging at the poolside.
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"Swim and Grow Beautiful": Aquatic Stars, Swimming Attire, and Sporting Bodies
Women's fashion magazines and other literature often featured outstanding
female swimmers and divers whose physical bodies, as weil as clothing styles and athletic
careers, provided identifiable symbols of evolving ideas of femininity. Stellar female
athletes and fashion writers touted swimming as essential to achieving a feminine beauty
that was healthy and more muscular. Women and girls interested in purchasing athletic
and aesthetic ideals could emulate preeminent female swimmers and divers for their
swimwear, but also for what it meant to look and be "feminine."
Prominent female aquatic leaders extolled swimming's body shaping and toning
potential. In "Swim and Grow Beautiful," 1920 Olympic swimming champion Helen
Wainwright explained to readers of Collier's why swimming was the best all around
exercise: "lt develops grace more quickly than a course in aesthetic dancing and leaves no
bulging calf muscles." Wainwright cited her Olympic teammates such as Ethel Lackie,
Agnes Geraghy, Gertrude Ederle, and Aileen Riggin, and provided photographic images
of these swimmers in their competitive suits, as evidence of the graceful, symmetrical, and
slender bodies swimming created. (Figure 24)236 "In swimming," she stated, "the
muscular effort is evenly distributed and consequently the muscular development is
symmetrical." Wainwright also claimed that active swimming won approval by leading
authorities on female appearance, such as producer Florenz Ziegfeld. "A good figure, in
the sense that Mr. Ziegfeld has given it currency, is not a matter of pounds, but a matter of
proportion. In swimming the muscular effort is evenly distributed and consequently the
muscular development is symmetrical. Grace and correct posture come naturally to the
sw immer. "237
236
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Figure 24. Photograph of WSA women swimmers in Helen Wainwright, "Swim and Grow Beautiful,"
Collier's Aug. 14, 1926.

Writer Elizabeth Dickson also glorified swimming for yielding the type of body
prized and glorified by Florenz Ziegfeld in bis famous bathing suit-garbed, stage-dancing
Follies. 238 "Swimming is the most perfect exercise and that's what it does to you,"
wrote Dickson. "lt makes the fat thin, the thin fat. lt takes off bumps and fills up
hollows, because it deals separately and collectively with every muscle you've got."239
238
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To Dickson, Olympic and national backstroke champion Eleanor Holm personified the
essence of this physique. Dickson wrote, "The first thing you notice about Eleanor
Holm is her smile. The next is her figure. Or maybe that's reversed. Anyhow, she looks
alive and alight from the top of her shining head to the ends of her straight little toes, and
she has precisely the lines that all smart ladies sigh for at the moment-broad shoulders
and slim hips."240
Eleanor Holm herself announced "Swim, If want You Charm and Grace!" in an
article that identified the beautifying possibilities of swimming. "Remember," Holm
said, "I was in the Olympic Games sharing a dressing-room with girl athletes from all
over the world. And if their figures were less beautiful, or they were any less feminine
than the girls I have met about the movies studios, I certainly didn't notice it!" Holm
offered proof that Olympic swimmer's physiques were on par with those of Hollywood
movie stars.241
In 1922, competitive swimmer Ada Taylor spoke at length on swimming's many
benefits to the female body, and provided photographs of herself in a one-piece black
swimming suit for Physical Culture magazine. Taylor explained:
Swimming will give every woman a correct figure... Swimrning will not
necessarily reduce a woman to a sylph-like beauty. lt will, however, take
off a lump of fat and it its place put a smaller lump of pliable muscle that is
not knotty but firm, thus giving the woman the soft feminine shape which
nature intended. lt will wear a woman down here and built her up there,
making her a harmonious human being instead of a caricature of an
elephant or a camel.242
Taylor concluded, "Health is the foundation of beauty and personality." Swimming
enabled women to strive toward a bodily ideal that represented healthiness.
Magazines and newspapers also championed swimrning as the panacea for both
240
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slickly thin and excessively plump women; whether one wished to "grow thin" or "get
plump," swimming offered a way for all women, regardless of body type, to actively
shape her own corporal future. A Physical Culture headline read, "I Was Too Fat. I
Was Too Thin. Now We're Just Right Thanks to Swimming." The column included the
testimonies of Eleanor R. MacLaren and Rose C. Meilen and photographs of the
swimmers displaying their proportioned physiques in dark colored, functional bathing
suits.

243

The July 1936 issue of the ladies' Horne Journal featured a full-length
photograph of Olympic diver Jane Fauntz diving across the cover of the magazine in a
white bathing suit and matching cap. The image accompanied a lyrical poem titled "Sing
or Swim!" in which beauty editor Louise Paine Benjamin identified the woman swimmer
and modern swimwear as vehicles for obtaining physically attractive, athletic bodies:
lf you'd acquire a figure trim,
Lose no time getting in the swim.
To find the action that she craves
The modern girl cuts through the waves.
She emulates the streamline trout:
No hips! They're definitely out.
By swimming strokes, her curves are placed
Where they belong-above the waist!
"When auntie swam the old breast stroke" ...
What memories those words evoke!
Long bathing skirts and stockings, too,
And bathing hats of every hue,
243
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And ladies trying valiantly
To breast their way into the sea:
lt must have done the trick at that,
For auntie surely wasn't flat. 244
National sports journalist Grantland Rice also celebrated certain sportswomen as
archetypes of a new physicality. Speaking of the modern, sports-playing woman, Rice
wrote for the La,dies Home Journal, "She has brought to the world a new breed-a new
type-a new and somewhat starling and most attractive addition." These striking new
women had "a strength and beauty of body form that has never been equaled before,"
wrote Rice. 245
Women physical educators at colleges, sporting associations, and settlement
houses throughout the country also promoted exercise for women as a way to achieve
beauty. In response to male dominated medical theories that cited women's reproductive
capabilities as scientific evidence of physiologically weak constitutions, women physical
educators dispelled notions of female frailty through exercise while confirming biological
differences between the sexes. 246 "Delicacy is no longer the fashion," leading women's
physician Dr. Clelia Duel Mosher wrote in 1925 for the APER. 247 Likewise, Lucile Hill,
Director of Physical Training at Wellesley College, equated physical strength with
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attractiveness. "Our present ideal should be Health and Beauty," Hill wrote.248 She
continued, "There is also an appreciation of physical beauty to be found in abounding
health, grace of motion, and dignity of bearing."249 This beauty was in part contingent on
"dressing for health," and by igniting "women's desire to escape from the thralldom of
dress," by taking up less weighty clothing for exercise.250 Mosher, Hili, and other
educators connected female physical culture to beauty, health, and dress reform while
asserting that moderate levels of athletic activity prepared women to fulfill their natural
matemal duties. 251
Although many members of America's sporting community, as weil as fashion
writers, publicized healthy, symmetrical bodies as beautiful, some fashion literature played
on women's insecurities about their bodily imperfections, embarrassingly apparent and
observable in contemporary swimming garb. In "How to Get a Bathing-Suit figure,"
"Louise" wrote to author Dr. Edmund C. Gray of her friends' anxieties about appearing
publicly in their swimsuits. "We can't enjoy the summer season of swimming, our
favorite sport, because of our poor bodies," she explained. "How can we make our
bodies as well-developed as those we see in so many bathing suits-bodies we won't be
ashamed to display?," Louise inquires. 252 Rather than training their bodies to compete
and win in competitive aquatics, some swimmers took up swimrning and other exercises
with the intension of sculpting their bodies to better and more attractively wear swimsuits.
In 1932, the Washington Post's Elsie Pierce titled her article, "Bathing Suit and Beach
Show Up Beauty Flaws and Make Women Ambitious to Be Beautiful." Pierce pointed
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out that the abbreviated nature of the swimming suit caused women to perpetually worry
about figure flaws.253
Malvina Lindsay, writing for the Washington Post in 1932, suggested that new
swimwear necessitated an athletic looking body, and criticized women for daring to wear
clothing if they did not possess such physiques. "Under the guise of comfort and the
'new freedom' many women both young and old have made sartorial spectacles of
themselves." Although no one would go so far as to reinstitute the corset and petticoats
once required of female swimmers, Lindsay claimed, "the long suffering public does have
a right to demand that they put a little artistry and restraint into their summer garb. Or
failing this they should at leastjoin a gymnasium class."254
Other fashion writers, however, assured readers that manufactures produced
swimming suits for different body types. Rose C. Feld wrote, "No longer is the two
piece, tight-fitting athletic suit wom by all women irrespective of size or suitability. lf you
have straight lines, there is the clinging suit if you prefer it. lf you have curves, you can
find various models that simulate the straight line by cleverly hiding the curves."255
Contemporary swimwear, Feld wrote, had advanced enough to accommodate a range of
body shapes.
Olympic champion Helen Wainwright, in "Swim and Grow Beautiful,"
expressed an understanding of the relationship between swimming suits and current
standards of physical beauty for some women. Wainwright wrote, "Swimming is only of
recent popularity, but beaches to-day are so filled with beauty that some are timid because
they feel their contour is unfit for public display, and the modern costume allows of
nothing else."256
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However, for women unhappy with their figures, female swimmers and divers
touted swimming as key to achieving a body more becoming to swimwear. In women's
magazines, notable women swimmers further promoted a definition of femininity closely
joined to swimming and swimwear by articulating the ease with which basic swimming
techniques could be leamed. Although some swimmers wrote about maintaining a
physically attractive physique for both the Olympic trainee and the less competitive female
swimmer, other aquatic stars acted as disseminators of practical information on
swimming-swimming strokes, diving forms, training techniques, dieting, and costuming.
In doing this, outstanding female athletes portrayed swimming, and its benefits to the
body, as accessible to the novice. Swim stars used their experience as Olympic title
holders, national champions, swimming coaches, and professionals to legitimize their
instructional advice. Olympian Helen Wainwright, again in her 1932 article "Swim and
Grow Beautiful" for Collier's, detailed instructions on the skillful elements of both the
breaststroke and the American crawl. After having developed the proper stroke,
Wainwright assured her readers, "The truth is swimming is as easy as walking, just as
natural, and no more tiring."257 Other aquatic standouts choose to write their own articles
and books on the craft of swimming. For example, Aileen Riggin authored the
instructional book Modern Swimming and Diving in 1931 and in 194-0 Eleanor Holm
published Get in the Swim with co-author Johnny Weissmuller. 258
Outstanding aquatic personalities acted as models of proper swimming and
training techniques not only in fashion literature, but also in a wide variety of general
instructional Iiterature by and for swimming coaches and athletes. For the Houston
Chronicle in 1928, Aileen Riggin appeared in a full two-page spread illustrating different
Wainwright, "Swim and Grow Beautiful," 8.
Aileen Riggin, Modern Swimming and Diving (New York: Dodd, Mead and Company, 1931),
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dives such as the swan dive, somersault, and back dive in her competitive swimming
suit. 259 Swim coach Homer Baker's article, "How to Swim," featured illustrations of
Lenore Kight, "world's fastest speed swimmer for women," demonstrating five
swimming positions in a black AAU regulation swimming suit and cap. 260 In Swimming
for Women, the official swimming guide of the AAU, author and famous coach of the
WSA L. de B. Handley, whose pupils included Charlotte Boyle, Ethelda Bleibtrey, Helen
Wainwright, Aileen Riggin, Helen Meany, and Gertrude Ederle, utilized pictures of his
female pupils in plain, dark colored, AAU sanctioned suits to illustrate correct diving
positions, swimming techniques, and training methods. 261
In competitive swimwear, female aquatic celebrities readily displayed their figure
to a consuming public while endorsing their own ability to produce sporting bodies
featuring energetic, symmetrical, healthy, and desirable physiques. In the race to victory,
successful American swimmers and divers swam to aquatic triumph and physical beauty,
while encouraging other women to employ swimming and swimming attire in their own
pursuit for health and attractiveness.

Champion Swimmers Involved in America's Entertainment Industry
While promoting new images of femininity that embraced active swimming and
more muscular, toned, symmetrical bodies, women also seemed to assimilate and represent
dominant cultural ideals of femininity from both the 1920s and 1930s. The Aapper,
whose sex appeal, scholars argue, rested in her perpetual motion and physical energy,
indicated new freedoms in shortened clothing, carefree behavior, and a straight, tomboyish
259
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figure.

262

The press during the 1920s often featured outstanding female swimmers and

divers whose clothing, athletic careers, and bodies seemed to symbolize some of these new
traits. Aileen Riggin, for example, was remembered as "a household name during the
Roaring Twenties" and a New York sports editor described Gertrude Ederle as "the bob
haired, nineteen-year-old daughter of the Jazz Age."263 In the 1930s, as broad square
shoulders, full faces, and curvaceous figures came to embody a new, more mature and
serious sensuality, literature often lauded swimmers and divers such as Eleanor Holm,
Georgia Coleman, and Dorothy Poynton for possessing these bodily attributes.264
During the 1920s and 1930s, the sporting and )arger press facilitated
sportswomen's ability to encapsulate mainstream representations of attractiveness by
linking leading swimmers and divers to the glamour and glitz of Hollywood. In American
Beauty, Lois Banner argues that next to film actresses, female athletes were the most
popular public and visible personas during the 1920s and 1930s.265 Paul Gallico, writing
in 1934, classified some of these female athletes as "beauty queens and celebrities equal
in fame almost to the reigning royalty of Hollywood."266 In actuality, many remarkable
swimmers thrived in both athletics and in venues connected directly to America's film and
beauty industries. "Bathing girls, motion-picture notables and Olympic Game swimming
stars will combine this aftemoon," announced on article on a 1937 aquatic carnival, at
which Olympic diver Dorothy Poynton Hill performed.267 The press reported on aquatic
stars' involvement in film productions, beauty contests, performances on stage, public
athletic exhibitions, national tours, and modeling opportunities.
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The history of women's swimming is replete with examples of aquatic
sportswomen who parlayed their athletic fame into successful jobs in the entertainment
industry. Famed Australian swimmer Annette Kellermann, who popularized the
controversial one-piece, leotard-like swimming suit, made a career performing on the
American Vaudeville stage and in the movies. Olga Dorfner, who swam to the first
women's world record in 1919, appeared in Vanity Fair magazine as the cover girl
bathing queen of her day. 268 Olympian Jane Fauntz stared as a diver in the famed
"Streets of Paris" at the Chicago World's Fair in 1933, modeled for Saks Fifth Avenue
department store, and appeared on Wheaties cereal boxes. 269 Gertrude &ierle traveled
the country executing swimming marvels and in 1927, she appeared as a swimming
instructor for the silent film "Swim Girl Swim," a Paramount movie staring Bebe
Daniels, Josephine Dunn, and James Hall. 270
The Amateur Athlete's 1933 September-October cover depicted Buster Crabble,
the Olympic swim champion who later stared in Tarzan movies, presenting awards to
winners of the Far Western diving championships. Here, Dorothy Poynton, who herself
later entered the movies, and two other winners stand beside Crabble in their competitive
swimming suits. (Figure 25)271 Some female swimming stars explicitly expressed their
interest in appearing in movies. A 1933 American Magazine short feature on Olympic
diving champion Georgia Coleman began by mentioning her ambitions to appear on stage,
rather than her athletic accomplishments. 272 Later, in 1935 the New York Times reported
that Coleman played a diving instructor in her first picture for Paramount Studios. 273 As
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Rosalind Shaffer proclaimed for the Chicago Daily Tribune in 1935, "Several
professional swimmers are more or less permanent fixtures in the film colony."274
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Figure 25. Buster Crabble next to Dorothy Poynton on the cover of Amateur Athlete, Sept./Oct.1933.

In order to pursue work on stage or in film, talented warnen swimmers had to
relinquish their amateur swim status along with the opportunity to compete in future
Olympic and AAU sponsored swimming events as competitors. As professional swim
274
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teams did not exist in the early twentieth century, both male and female swimmers who
gave up their amateur status had no way of making money and sustaining themselves
economically off their aquatic competition. Many swimmers who sought work in the
entertainment industry renounced their amateur status to profit monetarily from their
popularity and talents. 275 After giving up her amateur status in 1926, Aileen Riggin
tumed her prodigious aquatic reputation into a career performing diving feats on
professional tours in the US and abroad. Riggin, along with former Olympians Helen
Wainwright and Gertrude Ederle, toured the country staging swimming and diving
exhibitions. Later she appeared in "Roman's Candles," a Busby Berkeley film. Riggin
recalled the numerous other accomplished swimmers and divers that entered the movies
beside herself, including Dorothy Poynton, Eleanor Holm, and Esther Williams. 276
Eleanor Holm exemplified the degree to which the press celebrated competitive
swimmers and divers for their excellent careers both in the pool and on stage during the
1930s. After the 1932 Olympic Games, in which Eleanor Holm won the gold medal in
the 100-meter backstroke, Holm married bandleader Art Jarrett and entertained audiences
by singing in his band in a white bathing suit with matching cowboy hat and high heels.
After being removed from the 1936 Olympic team by officials for violating drinking mies
on the boat to Europe, press syndicates hired backstroke extraordinaire Eleanor Holm to
remain in Germany and cover various events at the Berlin Games. 277 The media continued
to profit from Holm's recognizable name, despite the fact that she did not compete as an
athlete. After tuming professional in 1937 and giving up her amateur status, Holm signed
on as an actress for Wamer Brothers studio and appeared in the 1938 film "Tarzan's
Revenge" with Gien Morris, an Olympic Decathlon gold medalist. On the movie's
275
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promotional poster, in which both Holm and Morris are depicted in shortened bathing suit
type costuming, Holm is hanging onto Morris with her arms around his neck and torso.
(Figures 26)278 Whereas Morris is described in the poster as the "World's Greatest
Athlete," Holm is identified as, "America's Glamour Girl," with no mentioning of her
outstanding national and international aquatic achievements. As Tarzan's "Perfect Mate,
Holm's athletic talents go unacknowledged. However, allusions to Morris's athleticism
and manliness abound.

Figure 26. Movie poster, "Tarzan's Revenge," staring Eleanor Holm and Gien Morris, 1938.
278
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In 1937 Holm began performing aquatic feats in pools on stage as "Aquabella
Number One" for her second husband Billy Rose in the Billy Rose's Aquacades at the
Great Lakes Exposition in Cleveland in 1937, and then again at the 1939 and 1940 New
York World's Fair. 279 At the 1940 Aquacades, Holm performed in a $200 rhinestone
studded bathing suit. 280 In an advertisement for the Aquacade, Billy Rose describes the
show as the "greatest girl extravaganza in the history of American entertainment,"
although the show also included notable male swimming champions such as Johnny
Weissmuller and "Stubby" Krueger. Eleanor Holm, however, is the only swimmer
depicted on the poster. Rather than display her in the midst of aquatic action, Holm is
arranged in a proscribed pose with her legs crossed in a way that emphasizes elements of
her physique. Although garbed in a light colored functional swimming suit, Holm
appears without a swimming cap and in high-heeled shoes. (Figure 27)281 Holm's
notoriety beyond the Olympic pool rested on her aquatic talent and on her continued
bodily display in and identification with swimming suits.
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Figure 27. Poster with Eleanor Holm for "Billy Rose's Aquacade," 1940.

The general press during late 1920s and early 1930s also depicted Hollywood
actresses off-screen in swimwear and in other athletic clothing.282 The competitive
swimmer and diver, like the chorus girl, model, and beauty contestant utilized swimwear as
vehicles for exhibiting their skills and bodies. The bathing suits these women wore in
competition aided in cultivating an alliance between sportswomen, competitive aquatics,
and America's motion picture and beauty industry. In locating the history and meaning
of the public beauty contest in American culture, Banner asserts that during the twentieth
century the emergence of the chorus girl and clothing model legitimated the once
282
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questionable beauty or bathing suit contest staring in the 1920s. Furthermore, Banner
argues that Miss America promoters morally validated the bathing beauties by
emphasizing their athleticism, and particularly their swimming expertise, even when many
did not posses such aquatic talent. In the second Miss American Contest in 1922, some
participants performed aquatic feats and many of the contestants wore Annette
Kellermann bathing suits.
Despite the fact that many female world record holders gave up their amateur,
competitive careers to pursue invitations from Hollywood and generate income, Olympic
swimmer and actor Johnny Weissmuller, whose 1924 Olympic teammates included Helen
Wainwright and Gertrude Ederle, believed that swimmers could never equal the beauty of
screen stars, particularly when they donned their suits. Weissmuller said, "As for The
Body Beautiful ...weil, to my way of thinking there is not a single woman athlete I can
think of whose Body Beautiful can compare with such cinema figures as Joan
Crawford's, Lupe Velez' or Carole Lombard's. Something teils me these ladies could do
more for the average bathing suit than any lady champion swimmer you would care to
mention." Some joumalists and male athletes refused to tie competitive swimmers to film
stars and fashionable clothing.
However, Eleanor Holm asserted that in the dressing room used by Olympic
teammates, "there were more telegrams and telephone calls and baskets of flowers than I
have ever noticed at one time in a [movie] studio dressing room."283 With their
heightened visibility and notoriety beyond athletics in an industry renowned for
manufacturing beauty and fashion standards, these leading swimmers and divers acted as
public gauges of changing images of femininity in appearance.
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Conclusion

Sporting attire presented in women's magazines and fashion and sporting related
literature offers evidence of culturally constructed views about and challenges to the
relationship between ideas of femininity, swimming attire, and the female body. Star
swimming personas and other sportswomen presented themselves and their teammates in
their athletic clothing as socially desirable representations of what an active American
woman might look like. Swimming attire also provided women with an easy and
immediate expressive tool in refashioning an identity that appeared athletic, even though
certain women did not actually partake in athletics when donning swimwear that allowed
them to do so.
In the public limelight, some swimmers and divers forged new ideas about
femininity while simultaneously corresponding to prevailing beauty models in dress and
appearance. The press also glamorized leading swimmers in a way that resonated with
American's fascination with Hollywood stars. Well-known and accomplished female
athletes during the 1920s and 1930s often and increasingly shared the public limelight
with Hollywood actresses at a time when the American motion picture industry
established its position as the main mass medium for visual entertainment. The swimwear
competitive swimmers and divers wore helped to bridge perceived gaps between
swimrning and functional swimwear, and feminine icons on the big screen. Fashion
related literature played a critical rote in creating a relationship between leading swimmers
and divers and consumers of both swimwear and fashionable ideals of appearance.
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CHAPTERV
"FAR, FAST, AND FASHIONABLE": AMERICAN WOMEN SWIMMERS IN
SPORT AND CONSUMER CULTURE IN THE 1920S AND 1930S

In the 1930 article for the Woman's Home Companion, writer Hazel Rawson
Cades interviewed noted coach L. de B. Handley at the WSA and detailed his instruction
on various swimming techniques, methods, and strokes. Cades wrote, "Properly taught,
swimming is the best possible normalizer of feminine curves ...The development you get
from swimming shows in long beautiful muscles such as the artist adores and the fashion
experts find no difficulty in suiting to clothes." Cades summed up her view on
swimming by describing prominent aquatic athletes such as Helen Wainwright, Agnes
Geraghy, Georgia Coleman, and Helen Madison, and the swimwear thy wore in
competition as, "Far, Fast, and Fashionable."284 By combining these attributes to achieve
aquatic success in competitive swimwear, these female swimming stars impacted both
swimming and consumer interest in sporting and non-sporting products.
Beginning in the 1920s, outstanding women swimmers and divers achieving
aquatic success appeared in a variety of consumer displays and promotional material. In
1940, world champion Eleanor Holm swam and posed out of water in her bathing suit for
a Pie!' s imported beer advertisement. (Figure 28)285 Here, advertising strategists drew on
Holm's popularity and recognition as both an Olympic champion swimmer and as an
entertainer. As former major Olympic and champion athlete, Holm, the "modern
284
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Figure 28 is an advertisement for Piel's Beer in Sunday News, 24 March 1940, 18, Eleanor Holm
Folder, The Henning Library.
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mermaid," is illustrated doing the backstroke in a functional, one-piece black swimming
suit with swimming cap. A chorus of women, likely members of the Billy Rose's
Aquacade show, dive one after the other into the pool behind her. Holm, "the lovely
swimming star" is also depicted stationary, posing in her bathing suit outside the water,
with high-heeled shoes and her hair flowing free. Finally, Holm reveals her preference in
a blind taste test to famous Hollywood actors Bert Lahr and Betty Grabble, identifying
Holm as part of a community of big-time, Hollywood actors and actresses. Her
popularity as Olympic champion, entertainer, and celebrity provide consumer appeal in
advertising material for Piel's Beer. In addition, Holm, whose image appears three times
in this one advertisement, markets both herself and the product to consumers who
certainly recognize her athletic and celebrity identity.
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Figure 28. Advertisement with Eleanor Holm for Piel's Imported Beer in Sunday News, 24 March 1940.

In another advertisement, Lucky Strike Cigarettes featured an illustrated portrait of
the bust of swimmer Helen Wainwright and the upper part of a dark colored swimsuit.
(Figure 29)286 Wainwright's authority as "Olympic Champion" is cited to assure
buyers that Lucky Strikes do not affect her training and performance in the pool.
"They're Great!" Wainwright testifies, "They have never affected my throat and they
taste fine."

Figure 29 is a late l 920s, early l 930s advertisement for Lucky Strike Cigarettes, Helen
Wainwright Folder, The Henning Library.
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Olympic Champion
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Figure 29. Advertisement with Helen Wainwright for Lucky Strike Cigarettes, late l 920s, early l 930s.

Similarly, a 1937 advertisement for Camel Cigarettes depicted a group photo of
"Ace Mermaids" such as Olympic diving champions Dorothy Poynton Hili and Georgia
Coleman, and swimming record holders Lenore Kight Wingard and Josephine McKim, in
profile poolside, lined up like chorus girls in their swimming suits. (Figure 30)287 In this
advertisement, each woman swimmer's aquatic performances are associated with her
consumption of Camel cigarettes. Georgia Coleman, "made Olympic history in her
spectacular springboard diving victory in 1932. She became a Camel smoker that same
year," the advertisement reads.
287
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-AND WHEN THEY

Figure 30. Advertisement with champion swimmers for Camel Cigarettes, Los Angeles Times, 28 May
1937.

On a more generic scale, the standard logo of the widely successful Jantzen
Company, attributed with manufacturing the first knitted, elasticized wool swimsuit, as
weil as other sportswear, featured a woman diving down into the water below in a standard
practical swimming suit and bathing cap. (Figures 31)288 Likewise, Spalding & Brothers
employed a bathing-suit clad woman, called the "Spalding Swimming Girl," posing with
288
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one arm raised to the sky in front of an oversized clam shell as one of their companies'
chief trademarks. (Figure 32)289 Iconic images of women swimmers became an integral
part of brand identification in companies' merchandising and marketing campaigns. Both
novice swimmers and champions could "look for this Spalding Display" to recognize
and identify such swim costuming and other products for sport.

0'�-!-�,.
,�
·..�
,._...
LOOK FOR TMIS

SPALDING DISPLAY

Figure 31. Advertisement for Jantzen
swimming suits from the late 1920s.

Figure 32. Logo for Spalding &
Brothers swimwear, 1931.

Figure 32 is an advertisement for Spalding & Brothers swimming suits in National Collegiate
Athletic Association: lntercollegiate Swimming Guide Containing Official Rufes for Swimming, Fancy
Diving, lntercollegiate Water Polo, International of Soccer Water Polo, ed. Philip S. Harburger (New
York: American Sports Publishing Co., 1931), The Joyce Sports Collection.
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As evidenced by such advertisements, companies anticipated that famous aquatic
women in the early twentieth century created consumer interest in sporting and non
sporting items. The selling potential of these sportswomen depended upon their status
not only as legendary figures in women's swimming and athletics, but also as national
icons in American culture. As public figures with widespread appeal, these aquatic
standouts transcended the pages of sporting literature to take their place next to
predominately male politicians, military leaders, and entertainers in the larger public and
national consciousness. An analysis of female swimmers illuminates the historical basis
for such advertising strategies, and the way gender operated from the beginning, when
the first material changes in swimwear took place, to shape sportswomen's sporting and
consuming experiences. 290 These pioneering swim champions, unlike today's athletes
who may earn millions as professionals and as endorsers of various products, risked
being bared from amateur competition if they received money for commercial
endeavors.
In addition, and less conspicuously, women endorsed functional and
comfortable swimwear and active swimming as desirable products by discussing and
appearing in their swimming suits for a variety of media outlets. These excellent aquatic
stars wrote and were illustrated in advertisements, instructional literature, articles in
nationally circulated magazines and newspapers, fashion literature, Hollywood movies,
and reports and publications by sporting organizations. Consumer culture remains
evident within and through these sporting and general circulations. American sporting
culture, and women's key rotes in it during the 1920s and 1930s, formed a significant
29
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component in consumer culture.
In 1926, the Sporting Goods Dealer featured the article "Women: Just What
They're Worth in Dollars and Cents to the Sporting Goods Store," in which national
columnist L.H. Addington promoted the value of the woman athlete to the sporting
goods industry. Addington concluded that instead of feeling threatened by women's
explosion on the traditionally all-male sporting scene, "the sporting goods industry may
look upon the situation as so much manna from the skies."291 Sportswomen's athletic
accomplishments and performances in their active sportswear encouraged America's
sporting community and broader public to recognize the power and potential of the
woman as athlete and as sport clothing consumer in the 1920s and 1930s.
Although the general public seemed to embrace female swimmers and divers as
they forged world records and victoriously represented the US in Olympic competitions,
Addington's article also reveals that America's sporting community, especially male
reporters such as himself, remained unsure about the meaning and value of the female
athlete. Costume historian Claudia Kidwell asserts it is incorrect to assume that "the
sports arena is a neutral territory free of gender stereotypes or that the symbols that act
as social determinates of gender are absent from today's sports wardrobe." Rather,
Kidwell concludes, "The history of sports and sporting clothes is wedded to cultural
ideas about gender roles."292 Many groups in American society viewed women's
swimwear wom in competition and for recreational swimming as a tangible
manifestation of challenges to proscribed cultural and gender norms goveming
women's place in !arger society. In the 1920s and 1930s, some literature by male
sportswriters directly and critically targeted shortened swimwear and athletes' bodies.
As women began to challenge and overcome gender restrictions in AAU and
291
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Olympic swimming events, 1920s and 1930s American women and men remained
unsettled with Victorian codes of modesty in clothing and behavior. Competitive
women swimmers provoked discussion over the shifting primacy of modesty in
women's functional swimwear. While women physical educators often targeted AAU
and Olympic male administrators for exploiting the female swimmer in their abbreviated
costuming, swimming suit manufactures also held bathing suit contests to boost the sale
of their garments. Clearly, clothing manufactures also capitalized on varying standards
of propriety and recognized the monetary benefit of publicly displaying female bodies
in swimming suits. 293
Although modesty in swimwear remained a contested issue in early twentieth
century America, men and women in the sporting community during the 1920s and
1930s rejected archaic bathing costuming for women as a health hazard and physical
deterrent to active and safe swimming. Athletes, physical educators, male sports
promoters, and swimming suit manufactures all belittled tum-of-the-century garb and
attributed the remarkable progress in women's swimming directly to advances in
women's swimwear. Most female writers in newspapers, magazines, sporting joumals,
and fashion literature appeared to concur with reporter Kathleen McLaughlin when she
wrote for the Chicago Daily Tribune in 1934 that sports stars such as Gertrude Ederle
had proven the merit of shortened swimwear. She wrote, ''They've brought home the
records, thus attired. They've proved that every time they [loosened] their clothing
shackles a bit more they have justified themselves by utilizing their physical freedom to
improve their athletic technique."294
In this analysis of renowned swimmers and their swimwear, this thesis examined
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sportswomen's own voices in the historical conversation. Engaging sportswomen's
perspectives by considering their words and their actual swim costuming as statements
on the meaning and value of swimwear, broadens the historical perspective on debates
informing women in sport. As various and oftentimes contradictory perspectives about
their performances, attire, and actions swirled around them, prominent swimmers played
an active role in negotiating and manipulating sporting images of functional swimwear
and their bodies beneath.
Women swimmers and divers, performing in their abbreviated attire, both
confronted and bolstered notions of femininity, modesty, and gender expectations in
sport and society. Many of their challenges to dominant representations of
sportswomen were nonverbal; by willingly participating in national and international
competition, women elevated swimming and swimwear into a public, moral, and
commercial issue. In swimming, as I argue in this thesis, a woman's body becomes her
voice; her swimwear, both a physical artifact integral to her sport and a symbolic
language through which the entire sporting community addresses one another.
The majority of notable aquatic stars expressed indignation at modesty codes
enacted by city ordinances and sporting bodies that restricted or influenced their aquatic
performances. Some athletes such as Ethelda Bleibtrey and Jane Fauntz defiantly
confronted authorities and moral codes that affected their training and Olympic
experiences. These swimmers exerted their power to thwart such limitations in swim
costuming. Although united in their condernnation of outdated swimwear regulations
that hindered mobility and success, some swimmers also found modesty a becoming
characteristic in swimwear and strived for an impression of respectability in public
competition.
Gender lines in sport and swimwear at times meant objection to practical suits
and women's athletics from conventional voices who claimed that by demonstrating
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proficiency in sport, and by wearing athletic attire, women lost their feminine beauty and
physical attractiveness. When some male sports journalists and sports enthusiasts
echoed swimmer Johnny Weissmuller who claimed that competitive swimming,
"changes every feminine, alluring thing in her make-up," they stated a widespread
belief that arraigned sportswomen as biologically, culturally, and socially out of sync
with governing representations of femininity. 295
To a wider public, female aquatic stars redefined the act of swimming as
womanly, as weil as the swimwear and type of body swimming produced. They also
suggested, both implicitly and explicitly, that by wearing similar swimwear and by
partaking in active swimming, other women could easily acquire sporting bodies and
aquatic competency. Fashion writers indicated that women implemented functional
swimming attire and other athletic wear to meet diverse needs; in some cases, the illusion
of athleticism proved to be more important in the game of fashion and husband hunting
than entering the water. Famed Olympians of American and international success such
as Helen Wainwright, Aileen Riggin, and Eleanor Holm presented their bodies,
swimwear, and sport as feminine, healthy, and desirable, and in tune with proscribed
physical ideals. In promoting swimming, swimwear, and new images of femininity,
swimming and diving notables established alternative models in clothing, physiques, and
exercise, as weil as created sporting forms of previously idealized bodies in women 's
magazines and other fashion magazines.
Functional swimwear, which indisputably armed swimmers with the material
means to pursue the training and competition necessary to compete and win in contests,
also amplified the sexual value of performances by champion swimmers and divers. As
Allen Guttmann and Anne Hollander assert, uniforms and other sporting equipment has
295
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historically intensified the association of Eros in sport.

296

The snug-fitting nature of

swimwear accentuated the anatomy of the athletes and emphasized the physical outline
of their bodies in motion in ways that other sports outfits did not. Male journalists and
others consequently highlighted the bodies of swimmers in their clothing in ways that
they could not with women in tennis, golf, basketball, and track and field. Writing for
the Chicago Tribune Daily, Rosalind Shafer noted in 1935 that Hollywood deliberately
placed actresses in bathing suits because "it was easier to persuade the public that film
girls were beautiful if a more or less unobstructed view of their charms could be
given."297 Likewise, it was easier for sport administrators and enthusiasts to convince
a skeptical public of swimmers' observance to traditional notions of femininity and
gender roles in clothing that materially resembled women's lingerie and yet remained
open to the public eyes of spectators.
The increased agency of some sportswomen also offers a more nuanced
alternative to strict feminist interpretations that claim historically, women in athletics
have been sexualized and objectified by voyeuristic male journalists and audiences. In
women's magazines and other literature, women athletes persistently expressed
satisfaction with their aquatic performances and physiques. Many swimmers wielded
their athletic triumphs to powerful use in American culture. Swimmers such as Aileen
Riggin, Eleanor Holm, and Dorothy Poynton transformed their amateur aquatic careers
into successful professional relationships with movie and stage producers. Historian
Valerie Steel, who believes the fundamental historical meaning of clothing is sexual,
argues that women have willing sought to emulate an ideal of feminine beauty that
involved the acceptance of some sexual display in dress. 298 Although journalists,
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promoters, and companies clearly employed gendered images of female athletes in their
swimming suits, women swimmers and divers themselves celebrated and consciously
capitalized on the enticing effect of their performances.
Some early twentieth century meanings in sportswear, sports, and gender remain
fixed in today's cultural sporting milieu. Historian Stephen Hardy writes of the
meanings and experiences in sport that transcend temporal and special borders. 299 The
1920s and 1930s established the pattern of using the popularity of champion swimmers
and other female athletes to engender consumer interest. This pattern persists in
contemporary sports. Today the sporting community continues to benefit from the
physical allure of certain female athletes. Current breaststroke world record holder and
US Olympian Amanda Beard has repeatedly appeared in various advertisements for
companies such as Speedo and Red Bull energy drink in her bathing suit. She has also
been featured in swimwear for magazines such as Maxim and the Sports lllustrated
Swimsuit Edition, intended predominately for a male audience.300 Like Lenore Knight,
Georgia Coleman, Aileen Riggin, and others before her, Beard is valued athletically and
sexually for her outstanding aquatic accomplishments as weil as her physical draw.
Unlike her predecessors, however, Beard's commercial endeavors do not put her
amateur status at risk; Beard can directly capitalize monetarily on her current and future
feats as an Olympic swimmer.
This thesis highlights the interaction between athletic clothing, the female body,
and consumerism, an important new topic in historical scholarship. Historian Fan Hong
in, "Feeing Bodies: Heroines in History," confirms that only recently scholars have
acknowledged the body as a fruitful instrument for historical analysis of culture and
society. Gender historians and historians of sport have overlooked the body and the
299
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rote of sport as a key means of transmitting images, values, and ideals.

30

'

In examining

the historical relationship between female physical movement and clothing during the
1920s and 1930s in the women's swimming experience, this study also shows how
debates over swimwear and other forms of athletic clothing provided a vehicle for
promoting new images and values about the female sporting body. Debates shifted
back and forth from the clothing to the body, inextricable artifacts of material culture.
As visible public figures, these sportswomen acted as forerunners in wielding a new
kind of symbolism and sway in the language of their athletic costuming.
In "Far, Fast, and Fashionable," Hazel Rawson Cades concludes by indicating
the paramount connection between the success of aquatic notables such as Helen
Wainwright, Agnes Geraghy, Georgia Coleman, and Helene Madison and their athletic
dress. Cades writes:
lf anything could convince you of the growing seriousness of swimming
interest it would be the metamorphosis in its costuming...compared to
their Victorian trappings the modern swimming suit is a revelation in
efficiency-as unlike its predecessors as a fast racing car is unlike the
leisurely high bodied motors of two decades ago. Speed, style,
stamina-that's
what we're aiming for now. That's what were dressing
,,
for. 302
Prominent aquatic champions represented vanguards in both their swimming
achievements and in the costuming integral to their athletic success and popularity in
sporting and consumer culture. This thesis has demonstrated how sportswomen, and
their swimwear and bodies, manifested as weit as challenged American cultural values
about gender roles, modesty, and consumption patterns during the 1920s and 1930s.
Members of America's diverse sporting community approached the issue of outfitting
the first national female swimmers and divers with a spectrum of conflicting
301
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perspectives about sportswomen and their attire. American aquatic stars of public
acclaim acted as displayers of clothing and desirable sporting bodies to consumer and
sporting culture. As key participants and national figures in both consumer and
sporting culture, notable female swimmers and divers expressed new cultural meanings
about their own swimwear and their sporting bodies. As Cades noted, the active
swimming and functional swimwear modeled and popularized by American aquatic
standouts became elements that all swimmers-both competitive swimmers and
everyday beach goers-aimed and dressed for in their swimming activities. Through
their athletic accomplishments and their appearance in abbreviated swimming suits,
champion swimmers and divers shaped material culture in the competitive pools, on the
beaches, in sporting goods stores, and in images and articles in nationally circulated
newspapers, magazines, and sporting goods catalogues. These sportswomen 's sporting
and consumer influence, as this thesis explores, shaped gender, sport, and sporting
costume, and became a major part of 1920s and 1930s American society.
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